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FNIUU KAHTIII.HIAKK:'. !>)Y(,

UTKONU MOTION AlVKI.KhOCKAI II HKCOHPP

b.v

Vladimir MIHAILOV *

0,UMMARY

This paper présenta the basic tectonic and seismological characteristics of Friu-
ii as well as the data of recorded accelerograms of the earthquakes that occured
on May 6. and Ueptember lb, 1976 and their stronger aftershocks.

The earthquakes which occured during 1976 in Friuli originate from the known se-
ismogene zone Friuli-Carnia. In this zone, which is the place of intersection of
the regional longitudinal faults with the transversal fault zone connected to
the valley of the Taligamento River, expressive geological distructions occured
during the latest geological history.

* Vladimir Mihailov, Associate Professor, Institute of Earthquake Engineering
and Engineering Seismology at the University "Kiril and Metodij", Skopje,
Yugoslavia.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Structure design criteria for zones of high seismic activity should be defined
from the data concerning ground motion and response of structures during strong
earthquakes. The strong motion phenomenon involves almost always numerous
questions which cannot be answered exactly due to the lack of instruments capable to
record the earthquake intensities and response of structures. Without such a
record, the damage and behaviour of structure during strong earthquakes cannot be
compared to the seismic design criteria nor proper decisions concerning rational
repair and reconstruction could be made. Special difficulties arise when
earthquakes do net create large visible damage. In such a case, the usefulness of the
structure should be checked by special and expensive inspection.

The only procedure for obtaining such data is installation of strong motion
instruments. Therefore, in 1973, Yugoslavia was covered by a strong motion instrument

network consisting accelerographs and seismoscopes (Fig. l), which was
realised by the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology at
the University "Kiril and Metodij" in Skopje.

In Yugoslavia the Friuli earthquakes were felt in an area with a radius of 250km
from the epicentres. As it is evident in Fig. 1, this area had been covered by a

large number of accelerographs and seismoscopes which were in an operating state
during the earthquakes. Within few days after the earthquake of May 6. three tern

porary accelerographs were additionally installed at the following locations:
Breginj, Kobarid and Robic (Fig. 2), which were most severely affected by the
earthquake. A number of aftershocks have triggered these instruments.

The earthquakes of May 6. and September 15, 1976 that occured in Friuli, northeast

Italy, close to the Italian-Yugoslav border, and the numerous aftershocks
have caused enormous loss in goods and human lives, particularly in Italy. In
Yugoslavia, these earthquakes created considerable damage in material properties
especially in the north-western part of Slovenia (Posocje), where some villages
as Breginj, Podbela and others were completely destroyed.

2. THE YUGOSLAV STRONG MOTION INSTRUMENT NETWORK

One of the largest strong-motion instrument networks in Europe is the accelero-
graph and seismoscope network installed in Yugoslavia. This network of instruments

provides basic information required for predicting the dynamic response of
various types of structures, building Codecs improvement, understanding of the
ground effects, as well as for better investigation and perceiving of the con-
sequencies caused by earthquakes.

The distribution of the strong-motion instruments on the territory of Yugoslavia
is based on previous studies of the geological-tectonic structure and the seismi
city of the country. According to these studies it has been concluded that, in
the first stage of realization of this project, the instrument network for recor
ding of strong earthquakes should contain 136 accelerographs, 150 seismoscopes
and a certain number of accelerographs for recording of maximum acceleration.

The selection of detail locations (Fig. l) for installation of these instruments
makes possible to obtain records on: l) bedrock, on the surface of a characte
ristic soil (alluvial and deluvia] sediments), i) on structures (multistorey bui
dings, dams, bridges etc.).

In this way, the designed network onah'es obtaining of such data by measuring
the radiation pattern of the seismic wivs, the effects of the soil conditions,
and the response of structures.
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The Yugoslav network of strong motion instrument.-, mainly contains two t pes of
instruments: acce] erographs. UMA-l, produced t.v K i nemet r i cs,, USA, and seismometers
of WM-1 type, manufactured by the Ast renom i c-Ceoph,y s i ca 1 Observatory of [,,j ub I ,j ana
Yugoslavia.

3. SEISMICITY AND TECTONICS OF FRIULT

The region of Friuli-Carnia which includes ttie area from the east of Veneto to
the Yugoslav border and from the Austrian border to the Adriatic Sea, is well
known seismic zone which during this century lias been affected by strong
earthquakes with magnitudes M 5.0, severaL times.

This region is subdivided into the Carnic Range, Tolmeeo Alps, Julian Alps in
Italy, Carnic Pre-Alps, Julian Fre-A]ps in Italy and the Friuli plane with Go-
rizia and Trieste Karst.

Carnic Pre-Alps and Julian Pre-Alps region with an adjucent part of the Friuli
plane for the pleistoseistic part of the destructive May 6, 1976 earthquake, as
well as September 15, 1976 events and the subsequent series of aftershocks with
strong evidence of migration of foci and a specific energy release. Aftershock
series of both events show strong variation in numbers, magnitude distribution,
variation of coordinates in space and possibly in foci mechanisms.

The tectonics of the Friulian Alps is rather complex and varies strongly from
zone to zone. The more conspicious structural elements that crop out in this
region show immediately their predominantly east-west direction, in accordance with
the general course of the Southern Alps. Eastwards, this direction is inclined
towards NW-SE, which becomes striking and dominant in some parts of the Julian
Pre-Alps and the Gorizia-Trieste Carst, where the orientation is typical Dinaride
(Martines, 1975).

According to Ribaric (1177) the seismicity of this region is as follows:

Friuli-Carnia region is subjected to strong earthquakes which can be traced back
for centuries. Some of the events reached a magnitude well over M 6. Earthquakes

in the Friuli-Carnia zone east from Dolomites (Veneto zone) are mainly
concentrated around a triabgle formed by Tolmezzo zone, Tramonti di Sopra and Gemona
zone. Other typical earthquake zones in this region are the zones of Cividale
(Cedad) Montreale and some unequally distributed zones west of Udine (Videm).

To the west of Friuli-Carnia region in Veneto, there are several seismogene zones
with potentials of producing seismic events with intensities 9°MCS or bigger
(region Elago di S.Croce, Gansiglio, Liedolo). The south-western part of the North-
Eastern Italy is also seismic, most of the events being attributed to the seismic
activity in the Earth's crust beneath the valley of Po river.

To the east, in Yugoslavia, typical seismogene zones in continuation with the
west-east directed faults of the Friuli Pre-Alps and Julian Tre-Alps are found in
the region of Tolmin, whereas southwards this direction changes into north-west-
southwest (Dinaride direction). Zones of Ljubljana, Idrija, Ilirska Ristrica-
Klana and Rijeka are typical earthquake origin areas with possible magnitudes
over 6,5 but however with a small possibility of occurence. As evident from the
time distribution of strong shocks in the region, calm periods exist, however
they are lately followed by strong seismic motions (Fig- 3). After the series of
1959 events, no stronger earthquakes were recorded in the period from 1963 to
1975. Finally, the energy release culminated in the May 6, 1076 earthquake and

the subsequent earthquakes of the fall 1076 and string 1077 (Fig. 6).
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Similar situation is noticed after the April 1939 event in Moggio Udinese. After
15 year calm period, stronger seismic activity was observed, culminating in Tol-
mezzo in April 26, 1959 earthquake.

In the period from 1950 to June 18, 1975 21 earthquakes have been recorded in a
zone with radius of 25 km from the supposed epicenter of the May 6, 1976 earthquake.

In spite of the fact that the data about epicentral coordinates are
possibly far from being accurate, it is evident that in general, the active seismic
periods in this region are followed by calm periods, in support to the C.F.Rich-
ter's definition of sporadic seismicity (1971)•

The picture of irregularity of occurence of stronger earthquakes is also persis-
t ent in the case of larger time intervals and areas under consi-eration and it is
yalid for this particular region, too.

I

4. STRONG MOTION ACCELEROGRAPH RECORDS

Jn the period from May 6. through September 15, 1976 32 accelerograph records
and 6 seismoscope records have been obtained from the Yugoslav strong motion
network.

Table 1. gives adata of the more important recorded earthquakes with maximum
acceleration lartger than 5? g.

EARTHQUAKE DATA TABLE 1.

AcceleroTime Epic. Max.
graph Date

H M Epicentre M Dist. Ree.
Station Coordinates App.km Acc.(g)

Ljubljana May 6,76 20 00 lt6.31 N 13.31 E 6.2 100 0.0U0
INFIM
Ljubljana May 6,76 20 00 If II 6.2 100 0.022
ZIMK
Breginj June 8,76 12 lit lt6.28 N 13.27 E it.3 25-30 0.103
Kobarid Sept.11,76 16 31 1+6. 32 N 13.18 E 5.it 35-itO 0.101
Breginj Sept.11,76 l6 31 If II 5.1 25-30 0.171
Kobarid Sept.11,76 l6 35 5-5 35-1+0 0.099
Breginj Sept.11,76 16 35 5-5 25-30 0.123
Robic Sept. 11,7 6 16 35 5-5 30-35 0.057
Robic Sept.13,76 18 55 it.l 30-35 0.050
Breginj Sept.15,76 03 15 1+6.32 N 13.16 E 5-9 25-30 0.525
Kobarid Sept.15,76 03 15 It II 5-9 35—^0 0.126
Robic Sept.15,76 03 15 IT ft 5.9 30-35 0.105
Breginj Sept.15,76 Ol 39 it.6 25-30 0.071
Kobarid Sept.15,76 09 21 16.33 N 13.17 E 5.7 35-1+0 O.1U3
Breginj Sept.15,76 09 21 II If 5.7 25-30 0.1+19
Robic Sept.15,76 09 21 It 5.7 30-35 0.088

1.1 The Earthquake of May 6, 1976

Fig. 5 shows the isolines of the May 6, 1976 earthquake. As it can be seen this
earthquake was felt on a larger territory of Yugoslavia. The same figure shows
also the state of the strong motion instrument network in Yugoslavia during the
earthquake. A total number of 5 accelerographs and 7 seismoscopes had been
installed in the area where the earthquake was manifested with I & VI degrees ac-
ctrrding to the "MCfr scale.
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Till' < ' 11 t 111111 ' i K i Ol' May 0, I'll"!, act i vat,cd acre 1 erographs and sei smoscopes al-
lojadlitr. lait II act ivatod ncc o i.-roil raphs arc located in Ljubljana on a distance
ot eon UK) km from the epicenter of the earthquake. The peak acceleration of the
earthquake recorded in Ljubljana war. OjO'i p (Kip. ') Table 1. shows the basic
data of thir earthquake obtained from the records of these accelerographs and
the scismologieul data obtained from the records of the Yugoslav seismological
stations in Ljubljana, Zagreb and bkopje. This earthquake has also been recorded
by two sei smoscopes installed inToJmin at a distance of cca itO km and two in
Ljubljana at a distance of cca 100 km from the epicentre. Fig. 7 shows the seis-
moscope records obtained inTolmin and Ljubljana.

On one of the seismoscopes, 1ype WM-1 manufactured by Astronomic Geophysical |

Observatory in Ljubljana, installed in Ljubljana a record with double amplitude
of 1.8 sm was obtained. If we consider that the natural period of the seismoscope
is 0.78 sec. damping 10% from the critical, and the sensitivity of the instrument
of about 6.0 sm/rad. the obtained value of the acceleration spectrum of
Sv =17.6 sm/sec corresponds to the intensity of an earthquake of 7 degrees
according to the MCS scale (Ribaric 1977)- The evaluated intensity in Ljubljana
of 6-7 degrees completely corresponds to this record, which, as it can be seen
on Fig. 7 has an irregular shape. The instrument was installed in a one-story
buolding with foundations in a relatively bad soil conditions. The composition
of the undersurface structure of the terrain is the following: clay, marshy soil
with clay intercalations and high ground water table (h 0.5 + 1.0 m.). On the
same instrument was obtained a record from the earthquake of September 15, 1976
at 09 hour and 21 min. The value of the acceleration spectrum of this record was
Sv 3.9 sm/sec. which is several times smaller than that of May It, 1976, although
the magnitude was M 5.7 in comparison to 6.2 of the eartquake of May It, 1976.

^•2 Some Bigger Aftershocks During the period May 6, to September 15, 1976

Considerable number of aftershocks with magnitude of M 3.6 to M 5.5 which
occurred during the period from May 10 to September 15, 1976 have been recorded by
the additianally installed accelerographs in Breginj, Kobarid and Robic.

Theble 2. gives data on the location and number of triggering of each accelero-
graph separately, during this period, as well as the maximum recorded acceleration

of these aftershocks.

TABLE 2.

Instrument
Location

Type of Approximate
Soil Epicentral

Number of
triggering

Maximum recorded
acceleration

Distance Horiz. Vert.

Breginj Soft 25-30
glacial morene
deposits h=5-10
m. above 1ime-
stone

k 0.171 0.052

Kobarid Soft 35-^0
-Dolomite with
0.5 to 2.5 pro-
luvial deposits

8 0.101 0.058

Robic Rock 30-35
-Hard mas: ive
1imestone
(Dolomite ^

k 0.057 0.025
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The maximal acceleration at Breginj and Koharid was caused by the aftershocks of
September 11, 1976 at 6.31 p.m. with M 5-1* and at Robic by the aftershock of
September 11, 1976 at 1*.35 with M =5-5- Seismoscope records of the above aftershocks

are not available.

The remaining instruments located on an area in radius of 100 km from the
epicenter of these aftershocks were not triggered. All instruments were in a good
forking condition controlled -ach month.

s.3 The Earthquake of September 15. 1976

'Tie earthquake which occured on September 15, 1976 was the strongest one after
she earthquake of May 6, 1976. Both strong earthquakes at 3-15 a.m. (M 5-9) and
ct 9*21 a.m. (M 5-7) as well as the numerous aftershocks which occured at the
lame day caused great material damage in Italy as well as in Posocje (Yugoslavia).

The occurence of these earthquake was a surprise both for the seismologists and
earthquake engineers because such events in this part of Europe are not known in
;he seismological history.

ÎTiese earthquakes were also recorded by the accelerographs installes at Breginj,
Kobarid and Robic, and the seismoscopes at Tolmin and Ljubljana.

]'ive earthquakes were recorded at Breginj, six at Kobarid and three at Robic, all
:.n September 15, 1976.

TABLE 3.

Location of Epicentral Magni- Maximal acceleration (g)
accelerograph distance in tude _

(to)
Earthquake of September 11, 1976 at 3.15 a.m. (GMT)

i Breginj 25-30 5,9 0,1*87 0.198 0.525
(Kobarid 35->*0 5,9 < 0.108 0,088 0,126
Robic 30-35 5,9 0.105 0.0U9 0.071*

Earthquake of September 15, 1976 at 9.21 a.m. (GMT)

(Breginj 25-30 7,7 0.166 0.126 0.1*19
jKobarid 35-1*0 5,7 O.1U3 O.065 0.109
jRobic 30-35 5-7 0.088 0.0U6 0.058

ihe records of the earthquake of 3.15 a.m. (M 5.9) and 9.21 a.m. (M 5.7) which
Were recorded by all the three accelerographs at the same time are of special
interest Table 3. shows the data of these earthquakes.

As it can be seen from the above table, the instrument at Breginj recorded two
•vjery important records (Figs. 8 and 9) with maximum acceleration of 0.525 g i.e.
0.1*19 g, which is of special interest for the earthquake engineers. Further more,
because the instrument is located at a distance of cca 25-30 km from the epicenter
in a structure which didnot suffer significant structural damage due to these
earthquakes, while all other structures in Breginj were completely destroyed. At
the same time, at Kobarid and Robic, which are at. almost the same distance from
the epicenter, acceleration of 0.126 g and 0.109't, i o. 0.105 g and 0.088 g was
recorded.

1
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(5. REZULTS FROM THE ANALYSIS

In the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology in Skopje
has been developed a standard procedure for strong motion data processing,
taking as base the standard procedure developed at CALTECH - Pasadena, aimed to
obtain more exact information. Some changes have been made due to use of different

equipment for digitalization and calculation.

Applying this procedure several records of the Friuli earthquakes obtained in
Yugoslavia, which are of interest for the engineering practice, have been
analysed. The seismological characteristics of these records are presented in
Table 3.

Fig.10 through Fig.13 illustrate the response spectra of the Friuli
Earthquakes of September 15, 1976, taken at Breginj, Kobarid and Robic.

All these investigations add to the fact that more studious investigations of the
mechanism of these earthquakes, of the radioation pattern of the seismic waves,
of the acceleration attenuation depending on the epicentral distance, as well as
of the effect of the local soil conditions on the acceleration amplification, is
necessary.
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A SCHEME OF STRONG - MOTION
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FRIULI EARTHQUAKE, ITALY, SEPT. Ie;, 1976, 09h 23m, RECORDED IN KOBAPÎD - YUGP. :
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STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE DAMAGED BUILDING DURING THE

FRIULI EARTHQUAKES 3ETVEKH MAY 6 AND SEPTEMBER 15, 197b

by Ewald. Heingartner, Structural Engineer ETHZ/SIA

3ASLER & HOFMANN

Consulting Engineers and Planners
CH - 8029 Zurich, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

Between May 6th and September 15th, 1976, Friuli was hit by 18 earthquakes with
a magnitude of M - 3.8. The expansion of structural damage caused by the further
strong shocks in September was investigated in those buildings (l) which had
been closely examined during the first stay in the earthquake area (2).

Additional building damage depended to a large extent on behaviour during the
first earthquake load as well as on the different kinds of repairs carried out
in the meantime.

ABSTRAIT

Entre le 6 mai et le 15 septembre 1976 le Friaul a été ébranlé par 18 secousses
sismiques de magnitude M - 3-8. Les expansions des dégâts causés aux bâtiments
par les séismes forts en septembre ont été examinées aux édifices bien connus à
l'occasion de la première investigation dans la zone sismigue.

Les dégâts additionels causés aux bâtiments dépendaient considérablement du
comportement pendant le premier chargement sisniaue ainsi que des différentes
mesures de réparation réalisées entre-temps.

AUSZUG

Zwischen dem 6. Mai und dem 15- September 1976 wurde das Friaul von 13 Erdstös-
sen mit Magnituden von M - 3.8 betroffen. Die Ausweitung der Bauwerks schaden
infolge der weiteren, starken Erdbeben im September wurden an den Bauwerken untersucht,

die bereits nach dem Erdstoss vom 6. Mai 1976 sehr genau bekannt waren.

Die zusätzlichen Gebäudeschäden waren in sehr starkem Masse vom Bauwerksverhalten
während der ersten Bebenbelastung wie auch von den in der Zwischenzeit

durchgeführten unterschiedlichen Eeparaturmassnahrien abhängig.
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1. BACKGROUND

On May 6th, 1976, the Friuli region of Northern Italy was hit by a severe earthquake

(Magnitude M =6.5, measurement of energy released). The epicentral
intensity I reached the IX to X mark on the XXII-part MSK Scale (Medvedev-Spon-
heuer-Karnik). This shock had a devastating effect on the buildings in the area.

At the beginning of June 1976, a group of Swiss engineers visited the damaged
area. The results of their investigations and the evaluation of the knowledge
accumulated is contained in an extensive report (3) with an amply documented
description of damage. The geophysical characteristics of the earthquake, the
causes of building damage and the behaviour of various building parts under
earthquake load have been described in a further paper (2).

A considerable number of aftershocks followed the May 6th earthquake. Within
the first two months, 150 aftershocks with epicentral intensities I IV (MSK)

were observed.

On September 11th, 1976, after a long period of relative calm, the area was hit
by a further earthquake with an epicentral intensity of VII (MSK). This damaging
earthquake was exceeded on September 15th by two further strong shocks with
intensities almost equal to that of the May 6th earthquake. The earthquake at U.00
a.m. reached an intensity of VIII (MSK) and that which followed, just after
10.00 a.m., IX (MSK). In order to supplement the impressions gained during the
first damage investigations, the area was revisited after the two September
earthquakes.

During the second stay in the Friuli earthquake area (1), which lasted from
Friday, September 2Uth until Sunday, September 26th, 1976, the following aspects
were investigated and evaluated:

- the process of damage expansion on previously damaged structures,
- the effects of various repair measures on the behaviour of buildings

during renewed earthquakes.

In order to distinguish the damage and destruction caused by the two series of
earthquakes of May and September from each other, only those buildings were
examined which had been closely observed during the first stay. Almost all of
the medieval buildings in the centres of the villages and towns were so badly
destroyed by the May earthquake (see also (U) that inspection for further damage
was pointless.

2. BEHAVIOUR OF PREVIOUSLY DAMAGED STRUCTURES DURING FURTHER STRONG MOTION
EARTHQUAKES

At first glance, it seemed that all the buildings left standing after the May
earthquake had been completely destroyed by the severe shocks in September. In.
particular, many houses in the centres collapsed, though there were only a few
deaths since the majority of the population was living in tents and mobile homes.

Only a small part of the structural damage studied can be attributed with
certainty to any one of the large number of shocks. Already during the first field
trip, building damage was analysed which, apart from the first strong shock, had
been subjected to a series of aftershocks with intensities up to I VII (MSK).
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Earthquakes of this force can cause noticeable damage to intact structures (see
description of damage of the seismic intensity scale MSK 196h). Previously
damaged and therefore weakened building elements are strained to an even greater
extent by such earthquakes. After the strong earthquakes of September 11th and
15th, 197é, the investigations were further handicapped by this uncertainty. It
is, therefore, apparent that the comparison of the two investigations cannot
establish in detail to what extent the further damage was caused by the numerous
weaker aftershocks or by the three strong shocks of mid-September. Various
observations and information obtained from the inhabitants themselves showed,
however, that most of the further destruction was caused by the severe
earthquakes and that the influence of the aftershocks, in contrast, can be ignored.
It has, therefore, been assumed in the following conclusions that the changes
observed during the second stay can be attributed in the main to the strong
earthquakes of September 11th and 15th.

2.1. Behaviour of Unchanged Structures

Buildings were affected to very different extents during the first earthquake.
Some of the buildings, because of their construction type, suffered no obvious
or, at the most, light damage, while others were widely destroyed to the point
of partial or total collapse. In any event, damage always results in a weakening
of the structure and altering of the vibration behaviour and, therefore, less
satisfactory behaviour under renewed earthquake stress. In most cases, the structural

response under further earthquakes will be higher (Figure 21). For the
observation of damage expansion, a series of buildings were examined which ha&
remained unchanged after the first earthquake.

The buildings which were undamaged or which suffered only minor plaster cracks,
showed no further damage or, at the most, single wall cracks. Their supporting
structure withstood this earthquake load and can be considered sufficiently
earthquake-proof against similar earthquakes. The building with severely cracked
brick walls suffered in most cases even more masonry damage, due to their
weakened condition (Figures 1 and 2).

.figure 1: (after May 6th): Uncompleted building in Gemona with groundfloor open
on three sides and living floor above. The supporting framework of the
groundfloor consists of reinforced concrete columns, partitioned on
one of the narrow sides by brick walls. The upper floor is exclusively
brick. Due to the ear.hquake load, the building rotated around the
partitioned transverse wall in the groundfloor. The fixing points of
the columns were badly damaged in the cellar and groundfloor ceilings.
The brick walls on the transverse side on the groundfloor were sligh-
thly cracked: the upper floor remained undamaged.
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Figure 2: (after September 15th): Uncompleted building in Gemona after renewed
earthquake stress. The reinforced concrete columns in the groundfloor
were completely destroyed at their fixing points ,connection being
maintained by the reinforcement only. The massive wooden struts in
the groundfloor saved the building from colapse during the second
strong earthquake. The already damaged brick wall in the groundfloor
was additionally strained due to the strenghtening effect of the
wooden struts in the open groundfloor area. The wide brick window
jamb was broken out and the reinforced concrete window supports
shaken from their rests.

In the case of skeleton structures, this damage could lead to overstrain and,
therefore, to damage to the supporting structure. Also badly cracked masonry in
non-structural walls means a deterioration of the carrying capacity and a greater
danger of building collapse. The carrying capacity was also considerably lessened

through the destruction of energy-absorbing building parts such as mortar
joints (Figures 3 and U), whereby the structure experienced reduced damping and
therefore suffered greater deformation under renewed earthquake stress.

Figure 3: (after May 6th): Prefabricated shed with brick annex in Gemona. The
supporting framework of the shed is undamaged. The concrete elements
of the side wall, on the other hand, were slightly caved in by the
impact of the rigid annex. The plastic material of the wall joints
was torn by the large deformation. The roof of the annex was shorn
off and pushed over at window level by the impulse load of the impact
due to insufficiently wide joints.
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Figure U: (after September 15th): Prefabricated shed with collapsed annex. The
renewed earthquake load caused damage of the supporting framework of
the shed at the fixing points of the columns and rests of the bars.
The façade slabs of the side wall were severely caved in by the
renewed impact: the annex itself collapsed. The increased displacement,
as compared with the first earthquake, can be traced back to the
reduced structural rigidity due to the destruction of one of the
concrete block walls.

Those buildings with badly destroyed brick walls or damage to the supporting
structure showed a greatly reduced carrying capacity under renewed earthquake
load. The buildings experienced further extensive deformation of the damaged
parts which often led to local collapse (Figures 5 and 6) or to the collapse of
the entire building (Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 5: (after May 6th): Residential building with workshop near Artegna with
a reinforced concrete cellar and two floors in concrete blocks. The
side walls by the entrance incurred gaping X-shaped diagonal cracks
due to the high shear stress. These cracks led to partial collapse of
the masonry. The highly strained window jambs on the longitudinal
façade were badly cracked.
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Figure 6: (after September 15th: Residential building with workshop near
Artegna after renewed earthquake stress. The side wall in the middle
floor collapsed under further earthquake load. The door and window
jambs on the longitudinal walls shattered and partially collapsed.
The shear resistance of these concrete block walls was minimal due

to failure of the mortar joints to prevent the layers from shifting.

Figure f: (after May 6th): Residential building with shop near Artegna. Rein¬
forced concrete frame building with brick partitioning in the two
upper storeys In the groundfloor, open on three sides, only the rear
longitudinal wall and the staircase are braced. The destruction was
concentrated on the groundfloor were a rotating motion of approximately

U0 cm maximum displacement occured around the staircase core.
The brick walls of the staircase were badly destroyed, while those
of the upper floors remained undamaged.
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Figure 8: (after September 15th): Wreckage of the residential and business
house near Artegna. The groundfloor of the building collapsed during
the earthquake of September 11th. Through the impact, the undamaged
living storeys also collapsed. The destroyed fixing points of the
reinforced concrete columns in the groundfloor as well as the cracked
brick walls of the staircase were not enough to carry the renewed
strong earthquake stress. The experts had hoped, despite the doubts
of the owner, to be able to repair the building.

2.2. Behaviour of Repaired Buildings

After the first strong earthquake, many of those buildings with only minimal or
light damage were repaired. Priority was given to those buildings urgently
required to keep life-lines open, such as the hospital in Tolmezzo, as well as to
industrial and trade buildings in order to resume production and secure employment.

The reconstruction work was interrupted by the September earthquakes, thus
according the opportunity of judging the merits of the various repair measures
and to plan further reconstruction from the standpoint of a threat of further
strong earthquakes.

The nature of the repair work was, corresponding to the variety of building
types and earthquake damage, very diverse. Therefore, large differences,
corresponding to the measures taken, were to be seen after renewed earthquake
stress.

2_12^.1_1_Surface_Regairs :

Façade and plaster cracks, and even small masonry cracks, were superficially
repaired by patching up the plaster and repainting or repapering the walls. Such
surface repairs, however, only covered up the weaknesses produced by the cracks
in the masonry. Under renewed earthquake load, the same kind of façade damage
occured and, due to the existing weakness, the most extensive damage was to be
found where the masonry cracks had not been repaired.
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2.2.2

Where damage was limited to only a part of the supporting structure or to
cracked trick walls, that part was restored as far as possible to its original
condition (Figure 9). The object was not only to make the structure reusable
but also to reestablish the original carrying capacity against earthquake load.
These measures were not intended to improve the carrying capacity, since the
existing protection against earthquakes was considered adequate. Naturally, the
renewed earthquake load was concentrated on the same building parts and the
same damage occured (Figure 9)- The repair work which had been undertaken,
however, did have the effect of preventing more extensive destruction and

offered, therefore a sufficient protection against collapse.

Figure 9: (after September 15th): Foot of a column in the Fantoni furniture
factory in Rivoli di Osoppo. By repairing the cracked column foot
it was hoped to restore the original carrying capacity. The renewed

earthquake load caused the same damage as the first shock, the
repaired fixing points of the columns were again cracked and the
concrete crumbled in the most highly stressed areas.

2.2.3. ImprOTe^ent_of_the_Carrying_Canacity:

In many cases, an attempt was made to improve the carrying capacity of those
structures which were extensively damaged during the first earthquake and which
remained unusable for a long period due to complicated repair work. By doing
so, the danger of collapse or material loss due to unusability caused by
renewed earthquakes should be reduced. The carrying capacity of a structure can
be improved in various, distinctly different ways ,which can be applied either
single or combined.

The increase in the carrying capacity of the most highly strained building parts
results in an increased resistance to renewed earthquake load. This increase in
carrying capacity can be attained by replacing the supporting structure with
more solid material. In most cases, however, an enlargement of the cross-section
of the building parts is a more obvious solution (Figure 12). At the same time,
though, the rigidity behaviour is changed and_a renewed earthquake will, therefore,

put other building parts under a heavier strain.
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By altering the vibration behaviour on the other hand, the strain on individual
building parts can be changed and heavily strained building parts can be
relieved at the expense of other less highly strained parts. Apart from the damping

of the structure (see Figures 3 and U), it is the rigidity and mass
behaviour of the structure which above all strongly influence the vibration capacity
under earthquake load. Through the walling up of openings in the rear wall of
a curved building (Figure 10), its rigidity behaviour was fundamentally altered.
Hence, the vibration capacity of the building was so improved that the building
parts which had been most strained during the May earthquake suffered no damage
during the renewed shocks. Accordingly, the repairs that were made considerably
contributed to the improvement of the carrying capacity. The improvement of the
vibration capacity provides the most reliable protection against new earthquake
damage and makes it possible to achieve optimal strengthening taking the
construction type and building material used into consideration.

Figure 10: (after September 15th): Business building SBUELZ in Tricesimo. To
strengthen the carrying capacity, the door and window openings were
walled in. The vibration behaviour of the building was so improved
that, during renewed earthquake stress hardly any further damage
occured as opposed to the destruction which occured during the earthquake

of May 6th.

A lessening of the earthquake load is to be expected, above all, by the reduction
in weight of the non-supporting building elements. The reduction in weight

of secondary building elements and installations has the effect of reducing
almost proportionately the strain on the supporting structure and, therefore,
increasing the carrying capacity during renewed earthquake stress. In an industrial
building (Figures 11 and 12), for example, the heavy reinforced concrete façade
slabs were replaced by walls of lighter steel. Not only the strengthening of
the columns out also the lessening of the earthquake load contributed considerably

to the fact that the building remained undamaged during the September shocks.

It is obvious that the civil engineer must incorporate earthquake load in the
calculation and construction of buildings to be newly erected and in the repair
of damaged structures. As demonstrated by the positive behaviour of the newer
buildings in the area of Tolmezzo, designed in accordance with the now valid
Italian earthquake code, which offer sufficient safety for the life of the
occupants. At the same time, however, it should be noted that
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it is accepted that building damage will occur and the protection of the inhabitants

is guaranteed during a limited number of strong earthquakes only. If it
is required that a building (for example hospitals, utilities) will be able to
continue functioning after an earthquake, then the normal earthquake building
code is insufficient. A dynamic analysis of the building behaviour should be

made and the structures should be designed in accordance with the loads actually
occuring during an earthquake. An earthquake risk study can serve as a basis for
the selection of the appropriate earthquake input parameters.

Figure 11: (after May 6th): Factory building near Artegna. Severe displacement
of the -prefabricated reinforced concrete framework together with
distortion of the foundation and tilting of a corner column. A large
number of the only lightly secured reinforced concrete façade
elements were thrown off.

Figure 12: (after September 15th): Factory building near Artegna, after repair,
without further earthquake damage. In order to increase the carrying
capacity, the concrete columns were surrounded with a 15 cm strong
concrete sheath. The earthquake load was reduced by replacing the
heavy concrete façade elements by a light metal façade.
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3. A FEW GENERAL REMARKS ON EARTHQUAKE BEHAVIOUR OF BUILDINGS

A closer examination of the effects of the earthquake on various types of structures

reveals that much of the damage originates from just a few basic structural
defects. We have tried to derive several ground rules for the design of

structures. Although these conclusions can also largely be confirmed by
observation of other earthquakes, the damage described here is peculiar to this
particular earthquake and epicentral region.

The main cause of the extensive damage is certainly the fact that the effects of
an earthquake did not have to and therefore were not taken into considerations
in the design of the buildings. If engineers had only visualized that their
structures would have to undergo the displacement, velocity and acceleration of
earthquakes, the few selfevident consequences in the layout of the structures
would have avoided most of the damage even without a proper earthquake design.

3.1. Structural Elements

3.1.1. Walls

'Walls and partitions consisting of brick and masonry are both rigid and brittle.
Where the walls are insufficiently strong or where many openings exist, the
masonry walls are no longer able to absorb horizontal forces. When overstrained,
these walls crack mostly crosswise under ^5 (Figure 13), the crack spreading,
either along the mortar joints or in the bricks. Because of the brittle nature
of masonry constructions, the cracks widen, joints gape open or the walls
concerned even collapse. In a skeleton construction, the reinforced concrete framework

can in certain cases continue to uphold the weight of the buildings. For
purely masonry construction, on the other hand, at least a partial collapse of
the building is unavoidable.

ïigure 13: Dwelling house with workshop near Artegna. Basement in reinforced
concrete and the upper stories in masoning without framing. Typical
diagonal cross cracks in a wall of the ground floor.

3.1.2 Reinforced Concrete Columns

Since reinforced concrete columns are, in general, considerably more flexible
than walls, the latter carry partically the entire earthquake force. However,
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in open constructions the entire stress is carried by the columns. The

freestanding reinforced concrete columns of one-storey storage sheds were mostly
strong enough to absorb the stress without being destroyed, in many cases even

without incurring lasting cracks. 3y partial stiffening, for instance by means

of an annex or installations or heavy rigid upper floors, higher stress results,
which usually leads to plastic deformation at both ends of the columns. Hence,

the reinforcement, overstressed by tension, can buckle as a result of the
alternating action (Figure lit). The related cracking of the concrete and the buckling
cannot be significantly reduced even by means of closely spaced stirrups.

Fig-ore lU: Shearing-off of a column at its connection with the crossbrain
due to insufficient stirrups.

The ability of the resulting plastic joint to rotate is, however, increased and

a sheer failure prevented.

In the event that it is impossible to design the columns, taking actual earthquake

forces into consideration, then at least the plastic deformation 01 the
columns in all directions must be guaranteed. The movements should not be

hindered by any secondary elements. An improved building method for the
prevention of collapse could, therefore, be to shape the columns in a manner that
the plastic hinges, necessary to absorb energy, are formed in the crossbeams.

3.2. Structural Systems

3.2.1. Open Ground Floors

Open or only slightly stiffened ground floors, mostly for commercial use, are

particularly vulnerable. The locally severe destruction in the area of such

weak spots caused the collapse of entire buildings or made their demolition
necessary, even with otherwise only minor damage, because restoration would
have been too difficult (Figure 15).

Greatly differing conditions of rigidity in a supporting structure result in
local weak spots which are the first to be overstrained in an earthquake and

plastically deformed. Hence the stronger parts of the building are no longer
irreversibly deformed and energy absorption is limited to the weaker building
parts. Consequently, an evenly distributed plastification of the entire structure

is necessary to ensure that destruction remains within acceptable limits.
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3.2.2. Torsional Action

From the point of view of the structural system, many symmetrical structures
suffered damage due to the additional twisting motion of the building around its
vertical axis. As a result of the superimposed movement, some parts of the building

are relieved whilst others are considerably more deformed than they would
be due to translational movements only. Torsional loads are caused by the un-
symmetrical layout of the structural system, but also by contingencies arising
in the rigidity and execution of partitioning walls and additional fittings
(Figure 15)- The consequences of torsional strain can only be met by appropriate

consideration in the design including provision for sufficient torsional
rigidity of the building. Due to the incalculable influence of secondary
elements, which are not designed to carry vertical loads, an asymmetry in the
ground plan can hardly be excluded.

Figure 15:

Three-storey dwelling house
with shop in the ground
floor near Artegna.
Reinforced concrete frame with
brick partitioning walls
in the upper floors and
mostly open ground floor.
Plastic hinges at bottom
and top of the ground
floor reinforced concrete
columns caused large
deformations. No damage in
the upper floors.

The ground plan of the
dwelling house with the
open ground floor shown
before. Twisting of the
building around the staircase

stiffened with
masonry walls.

2nd floor

I" floor

undamaged
masonry walls
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3.2.3- Attached Buildings

Severe damage could be located in structures composed of building sections
with greatly differing rigidity due to diverse types of construction (for
instance, reinforced concrete frame and pure brick) or which varied considerably
in their design (Figure lb). This damage occured because the individual
deformation of each component was obstructed.

This problem can be overcome by arranging the joints as to divide the structure
into sections, each with its own clearly distinct vibration behaviour. The
joints should be made adequately wide since numerous uncertainties make an
exact calculation impossible. It must be taken into consideration that, for
example, the deformation usually provided for in a homogenous supporting structure

can turn out to be considerably larger due to the formation of cracks or
plastification. An adequate freedom of movement, therefore, allows for greater
plastification and a larger capacity to carry earthquake stress.

Figure l6: Prefabricated storage shed with brick annex in Gemona. Side wall
panels slightly caved in by impact with rigid annex. Upper part
of the annex shorn off and pushed over by the impact force due to
insufficiently wide joints.

3.2.U. Special Structures

Special structures (e.g., bridges and water-towers) (Figure IT), because of
their unusual form and distribution of mass, necessitate a dynamic analysis
which takes the vibration behaviour of the structure and the real properties
of an anticipated earthquake into consideration.
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Figure 17: Overturned water tower "belonging to the Italian State Railways in
Gemona station. Foot of the shaft completely destroyed and concrete
shattered.

3.2.5 Secondary Structural Elements

All the components and fixtures, in particular dividing walls, attached façade
slabs, covering, pipes and other fittings, which form part of a structure,
influence the response of the supporting structure (Figure 18). These secondary
structural elements are generally not included in the analysis of the supporting
structure and, therefore, not designed against earthquake forces. They can, even
when subjected to only slight movements, suffer damage which produces an
increasing alteration in the vibration behaviour. It cannot be predicted whether
this influence will prove to be positive due to greater absorption of energy or
negative due, for example, to added torsional motion. As far as possible, in
order to ensure that secondary elements survive earthquake loads without
substantial damage, they should be analysed and designed together with the supporting

system.

Figure 18: Prefabricated storage shed
frames and the wall panels
absorption in the material

in Gemona as shown before. The supporting
generally not damaged because of energy
of the joints between the single panels.
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3.3- Joints and Supports

3.3.1. Joining of Structural Elements

If prefabricated structures are designed only in accordance with the Standards
laid down for earthquake forces or these forces are overlooked altoghether, then
the result is greatly underdimensioned connections of the structure elements
Load bearing connexions should be properly designed against the expected dynamic
forces. Purely friction-type joints are no longer sufficient to transfer the forces

that arise, even from only weak earthquake loads (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Heavily damaged prefabricated factory shed near Osoppo with roof
girders fallen down. Friction joints insufficient to provide structural

stability.

3.3.2. Fixation of Secondary Structural Elements

Building parts (such as prefabricated façade slabs and dividing walls and fittings,
particularly machines, storage racks and pipes), which are not part of the
supporting structure, are usually either directly or indirectly connected to it. Due
to the action of the earthquake, much damage occured through the displacement or
collapse of façade slabs which were unconnected or insufficiently secured (Figure
20). The actual displacement occuring at the fixation point, which can be
considerably larger than the one of the ground shock, must be taken into consideration

in the fixation of secondary elements.
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Figure 20: Prefabricated factory shed near Artegna. Wall panels fallen out
during the earthquake because of insufficient fixation.

k. MERIT AND LIMITS OF EARTHQUAKE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

The region at the southern foot of the Alps hit by the May 6th earthquake has
been known for centuries as an earthquake area. However, in the major part of
the epicentral area, no laws existed for the design of structures. Such laws
applied only for new buildings in a small part of the area.

The Italian State Administration has enacted special regulations for earthquake-
prone areas and has repeatedly brought them up-to-date. Using the Code, design
earthquake loads are determined by statical or dynamic analysis. An average
horizontal acceleration will result, which is about 7 percent of the gravity acceleration

g. Comparision of horizontal design accelerations given by the Code with
those produced by an earthquake with the Intensity IX (Figure 21) shows large
discrepancies.

The Code values are significantly smaller because it is assumed that strong
energy absorption will occur due to inelastic behaviour of materials and elements.
But this means that the structure must be capable of absorbing the appropriate
energy. Consequently, plastic deformation and therefore damage or maybe even
collapse can result.

On present day standards, this is not good enough. Originally, Codes were drawn
up merely to prevent the collapse of a structure and thus save lives. Today, our
more highly developed society demands that at least life-lines (i.e., hospitals,
water supplies, electricity, etc.) continue to function after an earthquake. As
a result, it is imperative that a Code be introduced incorporating design
specifications which distinguish between the various functions for which structures
are built.
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Average

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 21: Horizontal ground acceleration for earthquakes of intensity IX (MSK)

(U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, WASH 1255)- The dashed line gives
the disign ground acceleration according to the conventional aseimic
building code.
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BEHAVIOUR OF LABOE PANEL BUILDING DURING

THE ROMANIA EARTHQUAKE OF MARCH 14,1977

By

Miodrag Velkov *

Summmary

The experience gathered from the failure of several prefabricated buildings
caused by the Agadir earthquake of i960 could give only few data concerning
the behaviour of precast structures during earthquakes.However,a general conclusion

is made that precast structures suffer more damage than the monolythic
structures.

During the Romanian earthquake of March ,1977 which affected one third of the
whole territory of Remania,the behaviour of different prefabricated large panel
systans could be observed.In this structural systans over 120.000 apartments
have been constructed.

Due to the fact that the behaviour of these systans is considered favourable
as compared to other structural systans,more systems were analysed in detail
in order to define their behaviour during earthquakes

* Professor,Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology,
University "Kiril and Metodij",Skopje,Yugoslavia.
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Our experience gathered frcm the failure of several prefabricated buildings
caused by Agadir earthquake of I960 could give only few data concerning the
behaviour of precast structures during earthquakes.However a general conclusion
is made that precast structures suffer more damage than monolythic structures.

We could say that up to the Romania earthquake there were almost no data about
the behaviour of precast structures during strong earthquakes.During this event,
the behaviour of the entire precast system in a wider range could be verified
for the first time,this specially referiqg to large panel systems which in
remania have been applied as mass construction during the last twenty years.The
large panel systems constructed on the territory of the whole country amounting
120.000 - 150.000 appartments(out of which Bucharest has 75.000,Ploesti 12.000
and Kraiova 6000 - 8000 appartments) give a good possibility for analysis of
their behaviour including parameters like : earthquake intensity,frequency
content ,soil conditions .height of the building .types of members .connections and so
forth.

The earthquake epicenter of the March k ,1977 earthquake was on the slope of the
{Carpathian chain,at a depth of about 100 km and a magnitude of 7.2 according to
Richter scale.

The failures and damage due to the earthquake effect were experienced on an area
of 80.000 km2 which is 1/3 of the whole Romanian territory.Also,seme distruc-
tion is evident in Bulgaria along the River Danube .The earthquake was felt in

affected by the March U.1977 earthquake
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The geological,geophysical and gectnechanical characteristics of the territory
as well as the large energy released in the epicenter clarify the destruction
and damage of such a vast area.

In Bucharest,a ground surface acceleration of 0.20 g(component N-S) was recorded
by SMAC instrument,while at a distance of about 700 km in Nis,Yugoslavia,

a ground acceleration of 0.0U g, E-W component was recorded by SMA-1 instrument
Interesting to be mentioned here is the frequency content of this earthquake ifit is compared to sane other earthquakes (Fig. 2) •

PQrkfield June 27,1966 comp N65E

<-EI Centre May 8,1940 comp. S00E

ukureçti March 4,1977 comp.N-S

1 1.5
Period (sec)

Fig. 2 Absolute acceleration response spectra
for damping 5$ of critical

The behaviour of different structural systems during the earthquake could
be summarized in general,as:

Slender reinforced concrete frame structures with brick masonry infilled walls
constructed between 1930 - 19^0 ,without earthquake resistant design
requirements,with low quality characteristics of concrete,insufficient percentage
of reinforcanent and unfavourable structural canposition.About 30 structures
of this type failed while a lot of them were badly damaged.

Structures constructed during tha last twenty years in monolythic reinforced
concrete sysrems :bearing walls,infilled frame systems and composite systems
consisting of frames,shear walls and bearing walls.These systems give relatively

good performance showing different types of damage which are mainly cracks
which correspond to their postelastic behaviour.lt should be mentioned here
that the first Codes of Remania were enforced after the Remania earthquake of
November 10,19^0,while the contemporary regulations based on spectral analysis
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were brought in 1963.

The experienced behaviour of the precast structural systems was satisfactory
above all expectations,in spite of the different qualities of construction of
different types of structures.

The large panel structures were introduced in Remania about twenty years ago.
A priority was given to these systems during the last ten years,so today,
about 75.000 apartments have been constructed in Bucharest in this system of
5-11 storey height.In Ploesti,which according to the seismic zoning map is
included in zone of higher seismic intensity,the number of stories is limited
to 5 stories.

According to the European practice Romania has adopted the "two-way " system.
Usually,all the panel walls both internal and facade ones are bearing walls.
In Bucharest,,there is a panel system constructed 15 years ago,of eight storeys,
the external walls of which are not bearing walls.The foundation structure as
well as the bassnent are monolythic.An exception to this is a ten storey building

in Bucharest which has precast basanent on monolyth foundations.The first
slab above the basanent was constructed differently,both monolythic and precast,
however in Ploesti it is almost always monolythic structure.

The connections of panels both horizontal and vertical are usually wet connections
placed in concrete in situ with welded anchor reinforcanent,which is a

characteristic of European systans.

Structural systems are mainly designed and analysed according to the existii^
aseismic regulations ,applying static methods for definition of the static values
while the stresses are defined for ultimate stress state.

The principal structural characteristics of the systems used are as follows:
1. Two way system of eight storeys and nonbearing facade panels.These structures
have no basement and the prefabricated system is placed on monolyth foundations.
It was constructed in series seme 15 years ago in Bucharest.lt is solved with
monolythic horizontal and vertical joints,welded reinforcement of vertical
panels and monolyth slabs above the last precast structure.Fig.3

2. Two way system of ten storeys with basement.lt is a precast basement structure
on monolythic foundations.The system is constructed in series in Bucharest

and its use will continue in future,no matter of the recent earthquake event.Fig.4

3. Many structures in Bucharest have 5 storeys and monolythic basement.Fig. 5.
gives details of sane members and connections of this system.It should be mentioned

here that all panel systems in Bucharest have shear base coefficient of
7~9^>up to ultimate state.

k. In Ploesti which is closer to the epicentral region,construction of large
panel structures is limited to 5 storeys.They always have monolyth basement
with monolyth floor slab above it.The walls are in two—way system.Fig.6.
gives details of the most frequent type of system used.It should be noticed
here the enlarged section of the monolythic column in order to increase its
shear strength.This system was previously constructed without this enlargement
for shears.The base shear coefficient is 15?.
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In Kraiova.buildings with same design,same number of storeys and similar
solutions are constructed.The plan of reinforcement distribution is given in
Fig. T These structures have a shear base coefficient of 10-12 % up to the
yield point in bending of the reinforcement.
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5- In Kraiova a large panel system is both prefabricated and constructed.lt
is a 5 storey system of box type,i.e.complete rocrn.Each apartment consists
of 3,5 boxes monolythically connected in sity along the edges by welding and
placed concrete.Each corner is then prestressed by vertical cables of 12 t
(wire of 70** mm.) along the height of the building.The prestressed cables
are then anchored to the monolythic basement walls which were constructed in
situ together with the foundation. Fig.3
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In all Romanian towns all the large panel structures behaved very well
and generally speaking ,they did not suffer any significant structural damage.

The overall performance of members within the structural system was qualified
as :

- Damage of the foundation structure has not been observed.

- Horizontal panels performed as horizontal rigid diaphragms .without damage.

- In vertical panels there are no observable cracks.Exception is the same building

where several longitudinal internal panel walls (without openings)developed
fine vertical cracks.

- Also,in seme structures on the first and second floor.there are shrinkage
cracks in joints in the contacts between the concrete placed in situ and the
panels which specially refers to the vertical joints especially in flanged
joints.The order of these cracks is from 0.1-0.3 mm. rarely bigger than that.
The cracks are mainly concentrated on the first and less on the second floor
and as a rule in the intermediate infilled panel walls.

- The horizontal joints occasionally develop cracks close to the place where
vertical cracks appear and stretch 1 - 2,0 m. frcm the contact edges towards
the middle of the rocm.

It should be mentioned here that such cracks in the vertical joints close to
horizontal cracks are observed on much analler number of structures.regardless
-he system and the location(Bucharest.Ploesti.and Kraiova).

- Sanetimes.very fine cracks appear in the connection with a prefabricated
staircase.

- Sane interesting case of Kraiova shculd be mentioned here .namely in sane
structures the reinf arcanent is anchored to the belt course at the level
of the floor slab above the basement.In such a structure .there was a case
of opening of a joint unier the first slab in the place where the column rein-
forcanent was anchored.

The satisfactory performance of the system,as canpared to other systems .during
the March U.197Ï earthquake can be explained by:

- High base shear coefficient as canpared to the predominant natural dynamic
characteristics of structures.soil conditions and the type and intensity
of the earthquake motion - frequency content.

- Sufficient number and favourable distribution of the panels in the two-
way system.

- High level of the cast in place of connections.the required length.which
provides sufficient monolythic effect regardless the bad quality of
construction.

- The whole building worked as a box system with capacity for energy dissipation

in the ground at the soil-foundation level.
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- Possibilities for bigger damping of the whole system due to joints.

- Energy dissipation in the fine cracks on the contact in vertical and partly
in horizontal joints in the zones of shrinkage cracks.

- The quality of concrete is much better than in the case of monolythic structures

even if there are some faults in the cast in place joints and welding
of reinforcement.

CONCLUSIONS :

The large panel system is extensively used all over Europe ,today.The satisfactory
performance of these structures during the Remania earthquake would only

contribute to wider application of this system,even for taller buildings in
seismic zones.

However,these conclusions should not be generalized since real behaviour of
structures during earthquakes depends upon the earthquake intensity and
frequency content,the soil conditions and the structural parameters.

Having in mind that ,for the first time such a big zone covered by large panel
systems with over 150.000 apartments ,was affected by strong earthquake ,an
international research project which would investigate the behaviour of these
structures during strong earthquakes is necessary,which will enable elaboration

of recommendations and instructions for aseismic design of large panel systems

in future.
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NONLINEAR SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR OF MAGURELE BUILDING -

BUCHAREST,DURING THE EARTHQUAKE OF MARCH k, 1977

Boris Simeonov *

SUMMARY

During the March U,1977 earthquake in Remania,the office building IFIN-Magurele
underwent moderate damage.For the purpose of definition of a solution for
strengthening of the building an elastic and inelastic response analysis was carried
out.

The analytical results have shown a good correlation with the real behaviour of
the building during the earthquake.

Fran the analysis carried out a conclusion was made on which elements should
be strengthened and their ductility improved.

* Associate Professor,Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering
Seismology,University "Kiril and Metodij",Skopje,Yugoslavia.
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1. INTRODUCTION

On March U,1977 the territory of Remania was subjected,for abeut 100 seconds,to
a severe earthquake with an origin at Vrancea on the arch of Carpati,between
the U5th and l+6th parallel.The intensity of this earthquake can be compared to
the most severe Moldavian earthquakes during the last 500 years(lU71,l620,l802..
19^0,1977),and the magnitude was estimated as M=7.2.

Although the earthquake epicenter was 170 km to the north of Bucharest,the city
suffered extensive damage.The Office building IFIN-Magurele,a twelve story
building,located approximately 10 km to the south of Bucharest was selected for an
extensive investigation between IZIIS-Skopje and I.P.Carpati-Bucharest.In fact,
this building consists of RC structural walls and during the earthquake suffered

moderate damage.

The objective of this joint study was to identify the characteristics of the
strengthjdeformation and the energy processes for such type of structures as a
general property of the systsn,and through this to make suggestions for the most
rational measures for repair.

As a result of the joint study,a report was published [l] ,which brought conclusions

for the general behaviour of the structure and decisions on the specific
aspects of repair.

2. STRUCTURAL SYSTEM AND DESIGN CRITERIA

The Office building within the Nuclear Physics Institute at Magurele is a
reinforced concrete building, square in plan of 26 m side and m height,with
basement »ground floor and 10 stories (Fig.l).The main structural system consists
of reinforced concrete walls,with and without openings,and floor slabs of precast

parts and cast in in place parts.Most of the walls have thickness of 25 can

The main reinforcement is placed at the ends of the sections of walls and ranged

frcm 0.k6% to 0.90?.The horizontal reinforcanent consists of two layers of
bars 10 mm at 20 cm.The yield stress of reinforcement used was 3600 kp/cm^,and
the specified strength of concrete 200 kp/cm^.

Fig. 1 Typical floor plan
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The building was designed by the Design Center of the Ministry of Education in
Bucharest and it was analysed for lateral loads according to the earthquake
regulations at the time of design(p,13-T0) .The review of this results showed that
the seismic load corresponded to VII degree of intensity,with a shear hase factor

of c 2.62! .After the earthquake,at the Design Institute "Carpati"-Bucharest
an analysis was performed and all member forces were obtained,with the

conclusion that all reinforced concrete sections are sufficient and consequently
the first design was correctly prepared.

3. GROUND MOTION AND STRUCTURAL DAMAGE

Ground motion of March U,1977 was recorded in Bucharest at the Institute INCERC.
The three components of the record(Fig.2) identified an earthquake with
characteristics very different from those which we know as classical (earthquakes in
California,Japan and USSR). The characteristics of this earthquake for Bucharest

can be synthesized as follows:
- the maximum values of the ground motion for the N-S direction were:

ajjj 208 2 cm/sec2 (0,21 g), vm 7^.9 cm/sec and dm 25,*+ cm/sec.

- the mode shape of the predominant pulses has a period larger than 1.0 sec.
- the response acceleration spectra has an upper ceiling with periods of 0.5

to 2.0 and a lower ceiling with periods larger than 3.0 sec.These three
characteristics made the conditions of the structures rather unfavourable with
periods larger than 0.5-0.6 sec (sani-rigid and flexible structures).The Magu-
rele building has an initial period of vibration of 0.7 sec,according to the
design,but during the earthquake the period increased due to the decrease of
rigidity and put the structure in an unfavourable coalition regardiig the peri-;
ods.

Fig. 2 Record of the earthquake of March U,1977 - INCERC
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During the earthquake the main structural system suffered moderate damage.Many
cracks in corridor walls and wing walls(D2.3 and Dj_.5 in Fig.l) were observed

and less in core walls (D^ to Dg in Fig.l) .Cracks in walls and deep beams
were inclined,whereas flexural cracks at the ends of the shallow beams appeared.
Also,sane cracks in the floor slabs,near the openings,were observed.Cracks in
walls with openings were distributed over all height of the building,whereas
in walls without openings were limited to the bottan part only.

U. STRUCTURAL MODELING

The elastic analysis was performed for the whole building,taking into account
all the walls in both directions,by application of the TABS [2]programme.The
walls with openings are treated as frames with rigid zones,while the walls without

openings act as single columns fixed at the base.For the elastic dynamic
analysis twelve modes and viscous damping of k% of the critical in each mode
of vibration were taken.The masses are concentrated at the level of floor slabs
and are determined on the basis of 1.3 tons on a square meter of gross area.

The inelastic dynamic analysis was carried out applying the DRAIN-2D [3]
programme.For the analysis the walls D]__^ ani D2_g,treated separately as plane structures

with masses concentrated at the nodes,have been chosen.The wall D^_^ is
divided into twenty manbers with lower height in the lower part,and above the
fifth storey the members have the storey height (Fig.3).Plastic hinges can be
formed at both ends of the manbers during the dynamic action of the earthquake.
The wall D2_3 is treated as a three-span frame (Fig.it),consisting of two types
of manbers,columns and beams.The ultimate capacity of beam and column sections
was calculated using canputer programs,and given as interaction diagram M-N
for the columns and yield manent My for the beams.

The viscous damping is taken to be k% of the critical and,based upon the periods
for two modes of vibration,the damping as proportional to the mass and

rigidity was calculated.

The data fran the accelerogram obtained at INCERC have been digitized at IZIIS
and used as input for elastic and inelastic dynamic response analysis. In total
8j5 steps of 0.008 see,or J sec. are taken into account for the time history
of the building behaviour.

5. ELASTIC ANALYSIS

The elastic analysis for the whole building was conducted supposing that no
collapse of the structural manbers as a result of the earthquake will occur,i.e
the behaviour of the manbers will be linear.In addition to the earthquake
effect ,the building was analysed for vertical load and for statical horizontal
forces equivalent to the shear base factor of c= 8$.

The envelope of the maximum floor displaconents is shown in Fig.5.The considerable

differences betweén the displaconents point out the need for inelastic
dynamic analysis,since these displacements cannot be reached in the elastic
behaviour of the structural manbers.

During investigation of the ability of the building to withstand the March it,
1977 earthquake,the ratio between "the maximum manent at a section fran the
gravity and seismic loading ,divided by the ultimate mument capacity of the
section " was required [l+J These relations are shown in Fig.6 as "ductilities"
for the beams of the wall D2_3-The maximum manents fran the earthquake are
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considerably larger than the flexural capacity of the sections,which results
in the very high "ductilities".

maximum ditplacrmrnt, cm

Fig.5 Envelopes of maximum elastic
floor displacements

F ig. 6 Envelopes of maximum beam

ductilities ,03-3
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6. INELASTIC ANALYSIS

The inelastic dynamic analysis of the walls and Dg-3 ^ase^ upon the
bilinear histeresis relationship marient-rotation of the wall monbers,in which
the deformations are concentrated at the ends of the members.The version of the
DRAIN-33 programme used do not posess the option for stiffness degrading of the
beams due to previous yielding,but it was pointed out that the influence of
degrading stiffness is not significant [5]

Beforethe dynamic action,the gravity load has been applied.For the applied ac- •

celeration the dynamic response of the walls for the following values is requi-

- horizontal displacsnent of the nodes

- vertical displacanent of the nodes

- rotation of the nodes

- member forces

- plastic rotation at the end of menbers.

These values are obtained for each 0.2 sec of the adopted time duration of the
earthquake.At the end of the analysis,the maximum values for the member forces
and the plastic rotations in all manbers are obtained.

The fig.7 illustrates the maximum storey shears obtained frcm elastic and
inelastic analysis.Although direct comparison is not possible,due to the separate

treatment of the walls in the inelastic analysis,it could be stated that the
shear farces obtained by the elastic analysis are too high.

red

0 100 mo 300 tOO 330 000 TOO tOO

MAXIMUM STOftr SHEAR. I

Fig.7 Envelopes of maximum storey shears
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The time history of the displacement at the top of the walls Dp-5 and Dg.j is
shown in Fig.8.It could be said that the maximum elastic arri inelastic displacements

were similar.

In the Fig.9 the plastic rotation at the base of the wall Dp-j and at the basés

of the external and internal column of the wall D2-3 are shown.While in the
wall D1-5 plastic rotations are observed only at the first three stories,in the
wall D2-3 plastic rotations occured along the whole height,especially at the
coupled beams.

The Figs. 10 and 11 show the change of the moments and the axial forces at the
base of the columns in D2-3 and sometimes the axial forces are larger than those

corresponding to the balance point.

Fig 12 illustrates the location and the sequence of forming of plastic hinges
in the wall Dg_3.The plastic hinges indicated did not occur simultaneously,but
generally in groups concentrated at a floor level.

Fig.8 Time history of horizontal displacements
at the top of the structure

»'* Ha arlÂ 0 I J
COUHtN I

StL'3
LOtilM» 2

Fig.9 Time history of plastic hinge rotationsat base of and D2-3
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!Fig .10 Time history of bendii^ manent at base of D2_3

"lilt SC 7 Ittel
TIME

Fig.11 Time history of axial forces at base of D2_3

Fig.12 Sequence and location of plastic hinges,D2_3
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7. CONCLUSIONS

In summary of the analysis carried out the followirg conclusions can be drawn:

- The structure of the building was designed according to the Earthquake
Regulations in Remania,for an intensity of VII degree,which is not in accordance
to the actual intensity and other dynamic characteristics of the March U,1977
earthquake.

- The most important structural members of the building are the shear walls,frame
walls and the core.The specific behaviour of these maubers points out to the

large stresses in the floor slabs,which can be proved by the observed damage.
For mixed systems the slab is important structural member as well as the vertical

members.

- The comparison of the story shears fron the elastic and inelastic response
shows that the latter are considerably smaller,which means that the structure
acts nonlinearly and requires a source of damping ,not only viscous,but also
through inelastic deformations.

- The coupling beams of the walls with openings are very suitable members for
energy dissipation and the suggestion for strengthening of the building was
to make than good elasto-plastic dampers.

- The analysis carried out _clearly indicate that the superstructure of the building

should be strengthened ,but it should not be more than the capacity for
overturning moment at the joint of the superstructure and infrastructure.
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EFFECTS OF VRAilCKn LARTiLJLuL. OF 4 LIARCI3 1977 O.i FILE T-AttTORY
Of BULGLdllA

S.Sachanski - Dr.Eng.Head Dept.Seismic Mechanics ,Bulgarian Academy
of Sciences,Sofia,Bulgaria.

summary

The spectral characteristics (predominant periods,Fourier trans-
forme spectra,response spectra) of Romanian earthquake on 4 Maren
1977 are analysed in respect to explain tlxe couses of destruction
of buildings located 200-500 lea from epicentre.
Effects of the eartnquake on masonry buildings ,reinforsed
concrete frame,large panel and industrial buildings are analysed.

SOMMAIRE

Les characte ristiques spectrales (périodes prédominants»spectre
de transformation de Fourier,spectre de response) du tremblement
de terre a Roumanie de 4.III.1977»sont analysies. Oes characteris-
tiques sont utilisées comme explication des facteurs qui ont produit

les degats des bâtiments et des constructions,situes a
environ 200-500 ion de 1' epicentre.
Les effets du tremblement de terre sur des maconries des bâtiments
fait on beton arme monolitique et préfabriqué,sont analyses.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die spectraliche Charakteristiken (die dominierende Perioden, das
Fourierisches Transformationspektrum,das Responspektrum) des
Rumänischen Erabefcens vom 4 Marz 1577 sind an lysiert. Diese
Charakteristiken sind notwendig um die Zertorungsgrunde der Bauwerken,
die 200-500 m vom Epizentrum entfernt sind,festzustellen.
Der Einfluss des Erdbebens über I.Iauer-und stahlbetonwerke
(monolithische und aus Fertigbauteile) ist beschrieben.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The earthquake of 4 March 1977 with epicenter Trancha-Romania, focal

depth of 110 km and magnitude 7»3 had an effect on the terito
ry of Bulgaria with intensity IT-TIII according to M8K-64 scale.
This earthquake colapsed few new reinforce concrete buildings»heavily

damaged hundreds and craked towsends.Many tall buildings
in Sofia,located 4-50 km from epicenter,were significantly craced
and some of them had to be repared.Three R.C. frame buildings in
Svistov on Danube bank with flexible first storey were complite—
ly colapsed and kiled 138 habitans.

The earthquake have had an strong effect over the all teritory of
Bulgaria damaged many old and new modern residential and industrial

buildings built by monolitic reinforce concret and precast
panels and elements.This is the reason the effects from the
earthquake to be analysed and conclusions for improvment of the
earthquake resistant designing to be suggested.

2.SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANCHA EARTHQUAKE

The specific mechanism of Vrancha earthquake with focal depth of
110 km had generated seismic waves with long predominant periods
1-2,4- sec which strongly effected the tall and flexible buildings
up to 500 loa.

On the accelerograms recorded in Bucharest INCERC), at distance
170 km from epicenter, can be seen tipical sinusoidal character
of the motion after 18 sec for both ITS and EW components

(fig.l).The accelerograme in Nish (4-53 km from epicenter) (fig.2)
contain similar long period motion combined with short period
waves specified by the geological conditions.
The Fourier transform spectra from Trancha earthquake for Bucharest

£13 and Nish [2"! records and experimontaly determined
period \y\ at right bank of Danube river 300 km from epicenter)
are given on (fig.3). It is evident that specific deep geological

conditions with short natural predominant periods for surface
layers generate aditional short motions (fig.2).Well knowa filtration

of the shore period waves with distance is not observed in
this case.There are some regions on the teritory of Bulgaria which

generate short period motions and others one-long periods.
This fact was confirmed by the behaviour of the structures with
diferent natural periods located at different ground conditions.
The response spectra for Bucharest record NS componen, El Centro
194-0 ITS component and Svishtov ITS probable component at 0% critical

damping are given on (fig.4).It is evident that Trancha
earthquake effect significantly the flexible structures with natural

periods T>1 sec.On this bases can be explaned the large
numbers of the demages in flexible structures. In some specifc
regions smal buildings of one-two storeys had been heavyly damaged

The isoseismal map of Trancha earthquake on the teritory of Bulga
ria fig.5 is influenced significantly by the geological con-
ditions-specialy on alluvial deposits at the rivers valey. The
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most affected area-right bank of Danube is characterised by
alluvial deposits and loessoidal surface layers of thikness 5 "to
30 m.

3. EJECTS OF TUE EALïTlI^UAKE ük THE BUILDINGS

The eartquake of 4 Ilarch 1377 damaged mainly nondesigned for
earthquakes buildings and structures. The buildings designed for
eartnuuake intensity VII or VIII got nonstructural cracks only
in infilling walls,joints and so on.

3.1. One-two storeys brick masonry buildings

In the most effected area-Svistov point 1 on fig. 3 one sto-
x-ey brick masonry buildings did not get any cracks. Two storey
very old buildings (fig. 6 with wooden floors did not suffured
significantly. Some of them got small cracks (fig. 7)So»e old
buildings from last century fig. 6) not designed for earthquakes
but well built with steel collections between walls were damaged
mainly in connections between timber roofs and masonery. In some
other areas point 2 on fig. 5) one and two storeys masonry
buildings were heavy damaged. Those buildings had been built with
low strength bricks and mortars mud or lim-sand ),timber floors
and roofs non collected well with wails(fig. 9 )•
The damages of tais type buildings in liferent areas depend of
geological conditions and specialy of predominant periods of sur-
faee layers.
3.2, Reinforce concrete frame buildings with flexible fix*st storey
The most suprising effect of this eartquake was the total colaps
of three reinforce concrete buildings without shear walls in first

floor. This colapse can be explained by specific response spectra
with maximum at T > 1 sec (fig. 4), sinosoidal exitation

in both directions,large horizontal displacements and additional
influence of P-A effect en the bending moments into the columns.

The fifth storey office building (fig. 10) is tipical buildingwith flexible first storey. The existing of shear walls at the
stairs only develo] additional rotational effects and reserve partly

only first two storeys at the stairs fig. 11). The cilindx-i-
cal columns of the building are well designed fig. 12) but
connections between girders and columns did not forme space resisting

frame for horizontal exitation. The small len: ;th of down girders
steel bars into columns fig. 10 b) was not^capable to bearsuficient bending moments from the earthquake. Similar construction
had the sixt storeys public residential building wich was

colapsed cn the s am-- way fig. 13).
The nine storeys apartment building with shops without shear
walls) into fix^st storey was colapsed as previous two buildingsfig. _1r). Another two nine storeys buildings with the same
construction but with masonry siiear walls in fli*st storev have resisted

very well to tlio earthquake fig. 13).
Due mere example o;. distortion this typv construction is trie total
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colapae of industrial bunker constructed line renforce concrete
box suported on four R.C. columns height-6m

Many reinforce concrete frame buildings and package lift-slabs
buildings with infiling masnry walls were cracked mainly in walls
never maind tbey were not designed for earthquake.

3« 3. Large panel and precast buildings
Many large panel buildings were effected by the earthquake but
of the reason of low natural periods To*0,4 sec) they did not
get any damages. Not designed for eartquake large panel buildings
in some regions were lightly cracked in horizontal joints and
corners of the doors.

The damages in many industrial buildings were mainly from bed co-
nections between roof trusses and columns fig.16) between roof
,wall panels and columns.

4. CONCLUSION

The specific spectral characteristics of Vrancha earthquake of
4 March 1977 effects mainly flexible structures, in some regions
with rigid ground conditions the exitation was strong on small
rigid buildings. Many tall buildings in Sofia about 20 storeys)
located on aluvial ground were cracked and some had to be repared.
This super long distance effect of Vrancha earthquake is influenced

from specific mechanism of the earthquake and deep geological
conditions of respective regions. The buildings with flexible
first storey have to be designed taking into consideration the
large displasiment of the ground,long distance effect and resonance

from sinosoidal waves. In the regions with longe distance
effects this type of construction have to be avoid.

Large panel and precast constructions non designed have resisted
very well to this earthquake. Special attantion have te paid to
the quality of realization on place of the joints between separate

elements.

Earthquake resictahce designed and well built constructions,according
to the normes,have resisted very well to the earthquake.
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BUCHAREST A.lll.1977r.

fig. i

fig. 3
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fig. 10
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BEHAVIOUR OF BRICK MASONRY BUILDINGS DURING EARTHQUAKES

Nejat BAYÜLKE

Chief of Structural Division
Earthquake Research Institute

Ministry of Reconstruction and Resettlement
Ankara-TURKEY

SUMMARY

The characteristics and behaviour of brick masonry
buildings in Turkey.with reference to earthquakes,
the measured dynamic properties of several masonry
structures, and "Earthquake Resistant Design Code"
provisions for brick masonry structures in Turkey
are presented and the behaviour of several brick
masonry buildings during Nov, 2/f, 1976 Çaldiran and
March 25, 1977 Palu (eastern Turkey) earthquakes
are compared with Code provisions. The importance
of bearing wall length/floor area ratio and external

wall opening ratio is studied and their importance

for efficient earthquake resistant is stated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Brick masonry is very common and widely used construction system in
Turkey. Approximately 70 % of all the new housing construction is in
brick masonry. However the quality and strength of bricks available in
Turkey prevents the construction of brick masonry houses higher than four
stories. With the rapid growth of cities and the rise of land prices, the
trend is to build high rise buildings, at least in large cities and they
are all in reinforced concrete. Reinforced masonry is not used to
construct high rise buildings since the same amount of steel is required for
reinforced concrete construction and cement is readily available. In
spite of that considerable number of brick masonry structures are still
being built in smaller towns and even at the outskirts of large cities.
Considering the high seismic activity of Turkey, the earthquake resistant

design and construction of brick masonry structures is still a main
topic of concern among Turkish civil engineering circles.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF BRICK MASONRY STRUCTURES IN TURKEY

2.1 Bricks

In Turkey there are two obligatory standarts covering the production of
clay bricks OL CO- The dimensions of standart bricks are 19x9x5
centimeters. The handmade bricks aire produced by very primitive methods,
dimensional, strength and other properties of hand made bricks are
nonuniform. The temperature of burning is generally lower than factory made
bricks which are stronger auid dimensionally uniform. Hand made bricks are
burned in simple kilns where control of temperature and rate of burning
is impossible. Thus they show very inferior qualities. Even the quality
and strength of factory made bricks are lower than corresponding bricks
produced in Europe. Since the factory made bricks require considerable
investment, they are relatively more expensive. In 1975, while factory
made bricks costs O.ifO Turkish Liras (2.9 NS cents), hand made brick
costs 0.25 Turkish Liras (1.8 US cents). The usage of hand made bricks
is very wide, perhaps 60 to 70 % of all the bricks used in Turkey are
molded by hand and burned in simple kilns.
2.1.1 Compressive Strength of Turkish Bricks

Based on the brick compressive strength tests carried out at the Directorate
of Building Materials of Ministry of Reconstruction and Resettlement

the following brick compressive strengths are observed[3LTable-l
TABLE-1

Compressive Strength of Bricks Tested
Brick type Hand Made Factory Made Factory Made Block Filler

Solid Solid Hollow Load Brick
Bearing

Average
Compressive 55 kg/cm2 236 kg/cm2 188 kg/cm2 iflf kg/cm2
Strength
Variation
of Strength 33 % 19 % 20 % 25 %
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These values are very low in comparison with the brick strengths available
in European countries and United States. These low values prevents

the construction of high rise brick buildings even for purely vertical
loads« because of the generally high safety factors used in brick
masonry construction requires very thick walls in the lower floors of
a high rise building.
2«1.2 Compressive Strength of Brick Masonry

Although there is a widespread usage of brick masonry in Turkey, the
number of tests made on brick masonry walls to determine their mechanical

properties are very few. In one of these tests carried out by
Tolunay fif] the following results were obtained: Table-2

TABLE-2

Mechanical Properties of Brick Masonry
In Turkey

Factory Made Brick Hand Made Brick

Brick Modulus of Elasticity E « 7b fg E 112 f^
Brick Wall Mod, of Elasticity
Lime Mortar 1:3 E 35 f£ E 1(5 fjj
Cement-lime-sand Mortar 1:2:8 E 97 fjj E= 97

Brick Wall Compressive strength
Lime Mortar 1:3 f^= 0.20 f£ f»,« 0.27 f£
Cement-Lime-sand Mortar 1:2:8 f^.0.27 fg f^=0.28 f^

In this table fl is the brick wall ultimate compressive strength and
f' is the brick ultimate compressive strength. These ratios are derived
from a very limited number of test specimens and their usage is not very
dependable, they can only be used if the brick compressive strength is
known with sufficient accuracy.

2.1.3 Shear Strength of Brick Masonry

During the earthquakes brick masonry structures are subjected to loads
that develops shear and diagonal tension stresses in the walls. Thus
these properties of brick masonry gain importance, sometimes it is more
important than the brick or masonry wall compressive strength. The
diagonal tensile strength of brick masonry is expressed in formulae of the
following form:

r=r0+^cr
In this formula 3 is the diagonal tensile strength (shear) of the wall,
~£0 is the shear strength without any vertical stress and can be accepted

as the adherence between brick and mortar, çj~ is the vertical stress
in the wall and is a coefficient of friction. According to tests made
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by Yorulmaz and Atan[5l in Turkey and values are dependent on brick
and mortar type. They give the following values for JU and (^"0 • Table-3

TABLE-3
CTo and A* Coefficients For Shear Strength of Brick

Brick Type T.oad Bearing
Hollow Brick

Cement Cement-lime
Mortar Mortar

Masonry
Gas Beton

(YTONG)
Cement Cement-lime
Mortar Mortar

Filler Block
Brick

Cement
Mortar

Cement-Lime
Mortar

<T0(kg/cm2)

0.43
5.14

0.41
4.02

0.68
1.52

0.69
1.53

0.34
3.64

0.21
5.28

One other important property of brick masonry is the adherence between
mortar and brick. Tests carried out by Erdiilek [6] show that this is also
a property which depends on brick and mortar proper-ties. Table-4

Mortar Type

Brick Type

TABLE-4

Adherence Between Brick
and Mortar

(kg/cm2)

1:1:4
Cement : Lime : Sand

1:4
Cement:Sand

112:4
Cement:Lime:Sand

Hand Made

Factory Made
Solid

1.6-0.03

1.5-1.06

Eacboyy Made _ a
Hollow 2'

1.9-0.45-0.09

1.8-0.64-0.31

3.23-2.23-1.69

1.6-0.02-0.03

3.32-0.82-0.03

3.37-0.67-1.57

In these tests three different mortar types were used but their average
tensile strength were in the order of 4 kg/cm2 (compressive strength of
roughly 40 kg/cm2). These values correspond to values obtained from
sample bricks which were water saturated, as it is, and oven dried. It
seems that the values corresponding to bricks tested as they are should
be taken as the case which represents the actual conditions. Although
relatively scattered values for has been obtained in tests, it seems
that a value not greater than 1 kg/cm2 for could be accepted as the
probable value.

Considering the results of these two researches the shear strength of
brick masonry walls in Turkey can be expressed as follows:

i.O -V 0.^5" M

Taking into account the average dimensions of and loads on brick masonry
the vertical stresses coming to ground floor walls of one to four stories
high brick masonry structures are 1.40, 1.55, 2.50 and 3.60 kg/cm2; with
these vertical stresses, the shear strength of brick masonry walls in
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Turkey can vary between 1.63 and 3.62'kg/cm2.

2.2 Mortars

In Turkey the type of mortar which is commonly used is cement reinforced
lime mortar. Mortar strengths are generally very low, in view of the low
brick strengths, the use of relatively weak mortars is justifiable since
the usage of high strength mortars do not bring a considerable rise in
brick masonry strengths. The most widely used mortars contain lime plus
some amount of cement. The usual lime sand ratio is 1 to 3 and if cement
is added then the cement lime ratio is aproximately again 1 to 3. Again
the number of tests on various mortar ratios are not very much in Turkey.
The strength properties of the mortars used in various tests[4),[5]>(6j
are given in Table-5

TABLB-5

Mortar Strengths in Turkey

Mortar Katio C4] C6] bl
Lime:Cement;Sand 1:0:3 2:1:8 0:1:4 1:1:1+ 1:2:4 0:1:4 1.5:1:8
Comp. Strength

(kg/cm2) - - 117-177 33-47

Tensile Strength _ Q

(kg/cm2) 2'5 3*° -k'8 3.8 3.8 26-44 8-10

As seen from table above, the variation in mortar strengths is very high,
the mortar strengths given in reference 5 are for mortars using sand
with precisely determined gradation curves, while those taken from
Reference if"] could be considered as being closer to the one which can be
expected in actual construction conditions. In many cases low mortar
strengths have been the cause of extensive earthquake damage.

2.3 Brick Masonry Design Code

It is sad fact that there is not a specific design code with regard to
brick masonry in Turkey. Lately thelre has been an attempt to formulate a
standart for the design of brick masonry construction but it is not
published as yet. There are some guidelines as to the allowable compressive
stresses which can be used in masonry walls with respect to their being
stone or clay brick and the kind of mortar used as lime, cement reinforced

lime and cement mortar. Table-6. In case of stone masonry these va—

TABLE-6

Allowable Compressive Strengths for Masonry

Wall Type Brick Wall Brick Wall Brick Wall
Lime Mortar Lime and Cement Cement Mortar

Allowable
Compressive 5 kg/cm2 8 kg/cm2 10 kg/cm2
Stress kg/cm2

lues are decreased by 20 percent.
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2.5 Earthquake Resistant Design Code Provisions for Brick Masonry Buildings

In the absence of any brick masonry design and construction regulations
in Turkey, it had been felt to incorporate many provisions concerning
brick masonry into the earthquake resistant design code of Turkey [7 J

In the following parts some of the important provisions of the code with
respect to earthquake bçhaviour will be given.

2.5.1 Building Height Limitations

According to the earthquake zoning map of Turkey, the country is divided
into 5 seismic danger regions. In zones I and II brick masonry houses
can be only two stories high (ground floor and 1st floors), in zone III
brick masonry buildings can be three stories high (ground, 1st and 2nd
floors) and in zone IV brick masonry houses can be four stories high
(ground, 1st, 2nd and 3rd floors). In zone V which is taken as seismi-
cally inactive, there is no height limitation for brick masonry houses.
However as already explained above the quality of bricks available in
Turkey prevents construction of brick masonry houses higher than four
stories. The code besides limiting the height of brick masonry construction,

also specifies the minimum brick wall thickness of each story.
For two story brick masonry houses the ground floor wall thidkness must
be 1.5 brick size (29 centimeters), while the upper floor must at least
be 1 brick thick (19 cm.). For three story high brick masonry construction,

the ground floor wall thickness must be at least 1.5 brick size
(29 cm.), while the upper two stories must be at least of 1 brick thickness

(19 cm.). For four story high brick masonry houses, the ground and
first story walls must have a thickness of 1.5 bricks (29 cm.) and the
rest would have a thickness of 1 brick. For single story high brick
construction the minimum wall thickness is one brick (19 cm.). If these
construction have basements, the basement walls should be at least 50
centimeters thick stone masonry.

2.5»2 Openings in ".'alls

This is the most detailed part of the code [7) It is based on the assumption

that solid walls between openings are the lateral load carrying
elements and their size effects the safety of brick masonry construction
during earthquakes.

In the code the total length of the openings in an external wall should
not be greater than kO % of the length of that wall.
The maximum size of window or door openings should not be greater than
3.00 meters.

The solid wall between the corner of the building and the first window
or door opening on that wall should at least be 1.50 meters in I and II
degree earthquake zones and 1.00 meters in III and IV degree earthquake
zones. If the building is less than 7.50 meters high, these solid wall
lengths could be reduced to 1.00 meters and 0.80 meters in the respective
earthquake zones.

The solid wall length between two openings (door or window) while being
not less than l/'t of the length of larger opening, should also be at least
0.80 meters in I and II earthquake zones and 0.60 meters in III and IV
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degree earthquake zones.

2.5.3 Lintel Beams

While the parts of lintel beams resting on the walls should extend at
least 0.20 meters beyond on each side of the opening, these parts should
also be greater than 15 % of the span of the lintel beam. This provision
of the code in practice enforces the placing of a continous lintel beam
at the top level of the door and window openings all around the building.

3. DYNAMICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND EARTHQUAKE BEHAVIOlfR

3.1 Dynamic Characteristics

Brick masonry structures because of their large sized walls are stiff
structures and their periods of vibration are usually low. Period
measurements made at the Earthquake Research Institute show that their
period of vibration lie usually in between 0.05-0.15 seconds depending
on the height of the building. Table-7

TABLE-7

Periods of Vibration of Brick Masonry Buildings

Building Height Length Width Period H/W Period H/L
Description H (m) L (m) W (m) (sec.) (sec.
One story
Brick masonry 2.50 7.80 6.30 0.093 0.40 - 0.32
One story
Brick masonry 2.50 9.76 4. 55 0.054 0.55 - 0.26

One story
Brick masonry 2.50 8.00 6.80 0.045 0.37 - 0.31

One Story
Stone masonry

2.50 10.97 9.90 - 0.25 0.042 0.23

Three story
Brick masonry - - - 0.073 - 0.049 -
Four story
Brick Masonry * 17.25 15.00 0.16 0.67 - 0.64

Two story
Brick masonry
with basement

9.00 21.00 14.25 - 0.63 0.065 0.43

Two story
Brick masonry
w/o basement

6.50 21.00 14.25 0.036 0.45 0.045 0.31

Four story
Brick masonry12.00
with basement

26.00 24.00 0.164 0.50 0.156 0.46

Three story
Brick masonry 7.80 19.70 9.75 0.126 0.80 0.156 0.40
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Same as above
Heavily damaged
^earthquake, 7.80 19.70 9.75 0.096 0.80 0.390 0.40with fewer
wall opening

Based on these relatively limited number of brick masonry buildings, the
following relation between the period of vibration (T) and the building
story number (N) may be suggested:

T - 0.05 N

However this relationship needs further investigation. In this form the T

value is slightly greater than the actual value of period of vibration.
Brick masonry structures due to their rigidity will exhibit very low
damping values, probably, never more than 2 %. But in case of earthquake
damage the damping may go up as much as 10 %, Comparison of the last two
data on Table-7 indicates that very large changes in the period of vibration

of damaged masonry structures should be expected.

Significance of low periods of vibration of brick masonry buildings points
out that these buildings will be subjected to spectral accelerations
almost equal to the maximum ground acceleration. Considering the shear
strength of brick masonry, the lateral force which will cause the cracking

of brick walls could be established. Once the brick wall cracks its
resistance to shear stresses is provided by the friction along the cracks
and thus its shear strength after cracking is highly dependent on the
vertical loads« Tests must be carried out to determine the shear strength
of brick masonry in the cracked state.

3.2 Earthquake Behaviour

Brick masonry is a highly brittle material and under earthquake loads it
breaks very easily and even an earthquake of intensity V MSK would be
sufficient to have cracking in the walls. Higher intensities of earthquake

motion will increase the level of damage. In this part of the paper
an attempt will be made to explain the behaviour of brick buildings
during earthquakes.

Under the action of lateral forces (wind and earthquake) the longitudonalwalls will transfer the lateral loads to the roof or floor slab (if thereis one) or to the roof truss and this element will in turn transfer theloads to end walls. Figure-1. Thus the end walls will be subjected toshear forces and when the shear stress exceeds the shear strength ofthe wall, failure in the form of diagonal tension cracks occurs. Thesecracks will make an angle of 45 degrees with the horizontal.
Since the earthquake forces will act in the two principal directions ofthe building, the corners of the building will be very critical. Figure-2
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REACTIONS' OP

LATERAL.
FORCE

ON WALL

FORCE ON ENX> WALL

ßNO WALL

Figure-1 State of Loading on Brick
Walls Due to Lateral Forces

In fact such kinds of corner failures have been observed many times in
Turkey. Figure-3. In case when there are no slabs of reinforced concrete
or the roof truss is not rigid enough to hold the two cross walls
together this form of damage should be expected.

Figure~2 Corner Behaviour of Masonry Buildings.
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Figure-3 Corner Damage due to Earthquake

Due to action of shearing forces on the walls of brick masonry, various
forms of diagonal tension failures occur. However the walls are also
subject to compressive stresses due to the weight of the wall and weight
of upper stories. Thus the diagonal tension cracks will deviate from AO

and the angle between the cracks and vertical direction will be smaller
than if5 degrees.Apart from the angle of cracks, the extension of the

X X >OO
(a) (tO CO
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of the cracks will be influenced by the height to width ratio of thewall and location and size of the window and door openings. Figure-/f.
This initial diagonal cracking of the wall, if the earthquake continuesat a high intensity, will result in the decrease of vertical load carryingcapacity of the wall and vertical cracks due to vertical loads will beginto appear in addition to the existing cracks due to diagonal tensilestresses in the wall. This process will eventually lead to the completecollapse of the wall. Figures-5,6,7 show this kind of heavily damagedbrxck masonry walls

Fi.gure-5 Typical Failure of Brick Masonry

Figure-7 Typical Failure of Brick Masonry
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k. COMPARISON OF CODE PROVISIONS AND EARTHQUAKE BEHAVIOUR

The earthquake resistant design cpde provisions for brick masonry
buildings generally 1» composed of certain rules for wall openings with
respect to the total external *»USi placement of lintel beams, the foundations

and certain *e|tridtions Ohr -the height Of brick masonry buildings.
Although earlier editions of. the .earthquake resistant design code of
Turkey had,also stressed oiv the iapbFfance of wall opening ratios, there
had been no *yStittau.c a&prteal feâj^sch of* the effectiveness of wall
opehing ratio As!as earthquake téft,UPl|At feature for brick masonry
buildings, usina data ftps huildihg«in actual earthquakes,

1 ' ' I" >->:]

After November 2A, 1976 ÇaldlM» «ûd March 25». 197? Palu earthquakes [8]
(9) a number of aàhonry buildlng««ey# investigated and the effectiveness

of vail opening ratio as an -dSfthquake resistant design feature far
brick masonry buildings fere teaLtd. The resuite of the analysis of five
buildings are given in refarence^lQ^ Here, only a brief summary of the
result will be presented*

The window and door opening ratio» Of two principal axes of these
buildings, along »Ith Ahe wall length (cm)/floor area (a2) ratio is as given
in Table-8* On this table S-axlS Of Che building corresponds to the lon-

g?««**! «m ,m sMiaijflU'wy*1"
Baildittki

Dsaage

fnlldtoR

External .«all
-Opening ^a|io'

luiLiiin 1 ft »> min1 ""

«aiUTldor Area
fiatlö cn/ui

Renerks

Çmldxran
Staff Housing
x-axls A1-3T
y-axis 0

Muradiye
Staff Housing ^ - ' .4

x-axls 5k»59!
y-axis O

Muradiye
Junior High
School
x-axls 15
y-axis 53-37

Palu
Monopoly Office
x-axis 12-35
y-axis 0-16

Palu local
Administration
Building
x-axlB 55
y-axis 29>

4#
»

'K

40
II
21
2%

25
3a

No dsaage
No daaaga

Heavy damage
NO daaege

Slight dsaage
Heavy damage

Damage
No damage

Heavy Damage
No damage

I s IX
(Figure-d)

X« VII
(Figure-9)

I* VII
(Figure-10)

Is VI

I s VI
(Figure-11)
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ger plan dimension of the building, while y-axis coincides with the
shorter dimension of the building. Wall length/floor area ratio is
currently advocated as an earthquaké resistant design feature in Japan 111]•

From these observed damage and properties of buildings, it can bs seen
that an external wall opening ratio more than 40 % causes damage in the
walls.
On the other hand, buildings with wall/floor ratio less than 25 cm/m2
are also damaged heavily. This points out the fact that large sized
rooms in masonry houses could lead to damage in case of earthquakes.

The number of observed cases is few thus the impressions should be takem
with caution. However, they could still be taken as useful parameters in
the design of earthquake resistant brick masonry houses.

5, SUGGESTIONS AMD CONCLUSION

AS it Is known brick masonry is not a construction system desired and
used for earthquake resistant construction however certain economical
conditions enforce its usage, specially for one to two stories high
houses which are being built in considerable numbers in Turkey, The
brittle nature of the brick masonry walls and rapid cracking of walls
during earthquakes necessitates certain counter measures. Since the
rapid shear cracking weakens the vertical load carrying capacity of walls
thus increasing the possibility of collapse, measures are required to
prevent extensive cracking and crack propagation. This is usually achieved

by providing lintel beams of more ductile nature and of higher
strength sueh as reinforced concrete at certain levels of the walls.
Another critical condition occurs at the corners of external walls,,
under the action of earthquake forces, the cross walls tend to displace
each other outwards at the corners. This could be prevented by providing

vertical reinforced concrete columns at the corners. This detailis widely followed sad commonly executed in Turkey even in one story
high houses. Presence of reinforced concrete slabs at floor and rooflevels will prevent outward displacement of corners by exerting avertical restraint.
External wall opening and wall length/floor area ratios seen to bo two
important aaprlcal parameters which could be used to improve earthquake
behaviour of brick masonry structures. Research work, both analyticaland experimental, could be carried out to provide more rational bnwlw
to these parameters.
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CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
ANALYSIS OF ROCKFILL DAMS

RÉMARQUES SUR L'ANALYSE DE LA RÉPONSE SISMIQUE
DES BARRAGES EN ENROCHEMENTS

BETRACHTUNGEN ÜBER EINER UNTERSUCHUNG DER
ERDBEBENSEINFLUSS AUF DIE STEINDÄMME

Radu Priscu*, Dan Stematiu**, Lucian Ilie**

SUMMARY-RESUMÉ-ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

The earthquake response of rockfill dams is strongly influenced
by different assumptions concerning fill behaviour and excitation
mechanism. Starting from the results obtained for some Romanian
dams,the paper emphasizes the influence of material dynamic
properties and nonsynchronous excitation along the dams foundation.
Also, it is shown the earthquake behaviour of a large rockfill
dam during the Vrancea earthquake which hit Romania on 4-th of
March 1977.

La determination de la réponse au séisme des barrages en enrochements
est en étroit rapport avec les hypothèses oonoernant le

emportement des enrochements et le mode d'introduction de l'excitation
sismique.A partir des résultats obtenus pour quelques barrages

roumains on souligne l'influence des propriétés dynamiques
des matériaux et du nonsynchronisme de l'excitation au long de
l'emprise. On y expose^ également le comportement d'un grand
barrage en Roumanie au récent tremblement de terre Vrancea.4 mars.
1977.

Die Bestimmung des Einflusses eines Erdbebens auf die Steindämme
ist direkt von einigen Voraussetzungen eingegriffen, betreffens
des Steinschüttungskörpers und der Einfuhrung der Erdbebenserregung.

Ausgehend von den Ergebnissen bei den rumänischen Talsperren,in der Arbeit wird der Einfluss der dynamischen Eigenschaften der
Werkstoffe und der Non-Synchronismus der Erregung längs derGrund-rechtsbreite hervorgehoben. Gleichfalls, wird das Verhalten eines
grossen Steindammes während des Erdbebens in Rumänien,von 4 März
1977 gezeigt.

x Dr.doc.Eng.,Professor,Department of Hydraulic Structures,Head, Civil Engineering Institute of Buchsurest,Romania.

xs Dr.Eng.»Assistant Professor, Department of Hydraulic Structures,Civil Engineering Institute of Bucharest,Romania.
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CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING EARTHQUAKE

RESPONSE ANALYSIS OF ROCKFILL DAMS

R.Prison, D.Stematia, L.Ilie

In order to evaluate the rockflll dams stability at seismic loads
It is necessary to know the value and the distribution of the
accelerations induced into their bodies. The analysis of the earthquake

response provides both kinds of data, yet the values obtained

depend on the hypotheses concerning the behaviour characteris-
ticsof the materials as well as on the seismic excitation mechanism.

,Current dynamic analyses accept the linear elastic behaviour of
jthe fill materials. The earthquake analyses comprising the elas-
jto - plastic t13 or viscous - elastic [2] behaviour of the rock-
,fill body are yet at a preliminary stage as plastic and viscous de-

jformation characteristics under dynamic loads are not entirely
iknown. With an earthquake analysis in the elastic range the dam

^response is directly dependent on the Young* s modulus and Poissoc's
coefficient. The deformation process, supposedly elastic, is
characterized by dynamic deformation moduli dependent on the initial
stress state and on the amplitude of the dynamic stresses £3]
Their values obtained by laboratory and field tests may be 2 to
20 times as big as that of static deformation moduli. As a result
the dynamic response is greatly different if static or dynamic
deformation moduli are taken into account.

The seismic load is usually introduced under the form of the inertia

forces, the excitation accelerations being the same throughout
the dam body and equal to ground acceleration. Under this

form the excitation is called "synchronous" and confirms the
hypothesis that the seismic wave velocity within the foundation ground

and the dam body is infinite. As a matter of fact the seismic
wave velocity has a finite value of 800 to 4000 m/s, according to
the nature of the foundation ground. The earthquake displacements
and accelerations will be different alongside the dam base,with a
|>hase lag resulting from the finite propagating time of the wave
front. Considering the dam body receives different excitation, a-
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ccording to the distribution of the accelerations along the
foundation base, the excitation mechanism is called "nonsynchro-
nous". In the case of rockfill dams the dam-foundation contact
exposed to the earthquake waves has high values, up to hundreds
of meters, which emphasizes the part played by the nonsynchronous
character of the excitation in evaluating the seismic response.

As a result of some dynamic analyses carried out for some Romanian

dams, both the effects introduced by the dynamic properties
of the dam fill and the above mentioned excitation mechanism are
pointed out bellow.

|l. THE INFLUENCE OF THE DEFORMATION MODULUS ON THE

EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE

During the deformation process of the rockfill body elastic
mouvements of small value and reversible character, as well as
remanent movements of an important value and with plastic and creep
character do occur £43 That is why in evaluating the rockfill
dam displacements several deformation moduli ocuur each of them

characterizing a certain type of loading.

For dam movements during construction sequences and reservoir
impounding the analysis implies the consideration of global elastic

moduli (E when it is beeing carried out in the elastic rangeO

and an instantaneous loading is accepted; in the elasto-plastic
range the analysis is carried out using zoned elastic moduli(E„„)

QyZt

and construction sequences and reservoir impounding are properly
simulated.

In the case of seismic loads, the perturbing effect of the induced

accelerations and the initial stress state overlap. The value

of connection forces between rockfill blocks depends on the
value of the contact forces and, implicitly, on the stresses
which actuating on the rock contacts. Provides the seismic action
is moderate, the connections among the rock blocks are not affected

and the rockfill behaves as a continuous and elastic body.
The deformation modulus, called dynamic (E^), has much higher
values in this case.
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Fig.l shows the dependency of the dynamic and static moduli ratio
(B^/Eg) with the principal stresses in the dam body as it came out,
from the experiments carried out by HAYASHI .FUZIWARA and K0MEDA[3].

Thus in evaluating the earthquake response some serious errors
occur and are due not only to the acceptation of the elastic
behaviour of the dam body but mainly to the use of static déforma-
tion moduli, global or zoned, instead of dynamic ones. With a

*

view to illustrating the deformation modulus influence on the dam

response two Romanian dams have been analyzed in various hypoths-.
sis: Lotru (H=124 m, clay core rockfill) and Bolboci (H«51 m,re-
inforced concrete face rockfill).

; Fig. 1 The correlation between E./E ratio and
the principal stresses in the dam body (after

Hayashi, Fuziwara and Komeda).

'Global elastic, jsoned elastic and dynamic deformation moduli have

been succesively considered. The zoned elastic moduli have been

determined by simulating the construction sequences and the
reservoir filling. For the deformation moduli the hyperbolic relations

suggested by Duncan £5} have been admitted. The value of
the tangent modulus depends on the internal friction angle and the

stress level. Nonlinear stress-strain behaviour was approximated
in the finite element analysis by assigning modulus values to
each element consistent with the values of stress in that element.
The analysis are performed using a step-by-step or incremental
analysis procedure. During each step or increment the relationship

between stress and strain for each element is assumed to be_
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linear. Thus, at the end of the analysis the displacements,stress-!
es and deformation moduli in the dam body have been obtained. The1

dynamic moduli have been determined with approximation in accordance

with the static noduli previously determined, using the
diagrams shown in Fig.l. The contours of the deformation moduli in
dams cross sections for the three hypothesis considered may be

followed in figures 3 and 4.

Fig. 2 The velocity spectra of the earthquakes
El Centro and Vrancea, scaled to 0,1 g. <

4

t
i
i

The earthquake behaviour has been determined by response spectrum]
analyses, for two earthquakes considered to be characteristics :

4

EL CENTRO, May 1940 and Vrancea, March, 1977. The corresponding J

velocity spectra, scaled at the maximum acceleration of 0,1 g aas

presented in figure 2. One should notice that while the El Centroj
earthquake spectrum shows peaks within the range of quasirigid
structures (with the first vibration periods of 0.3...0.5s), the!
Vrancea earthquake, that has recently occured in Romania, shows Î

peaks within the period range of 1.5s.
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LOTRU DAM
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Pig« 3 Earthquake response of the Lotru dam:l-clay core,2-tranzition zone;3-rockfill.
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Fig. 4 Earthquake response of the Bolboci dan.
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'The analysis results are shown in figures 3 and 4. For both, dams

not only an important change of the vibration fundamental period
'is obvious but also the shape of the first vibration mode according

to the deformation modulus used. In the case of dynamic
moduli the fundamental period is about 2.5 times less and the displacements

corresponding to the first mode shape are more reduced in
the lower half of the dam height, presenting increases twoards
the crest. As a result, the distributions of the induced
accelerations into the dam body by the two considered eartquakes,fgr a

damping of 10% of the critical one, is different in its turn.
While in the case of static moduli, the Vrancea earthquake,a slower

one, leads to higher values of the response accelerations,in
the case of the dynamic moduli the situation is reverse. At the
same time in the case of dynamic moduli, the distribution over
the dam height shows important increases in the upper third of
the dam only, as it has been noticed according to the field
records of the earthquake response of some rockfill dams 161

x Es.z
o £s

T -TATARAGt

ma-mak/o
K -K/SENYAMA
Y -YANASE
M -MlBORO
N-NAGANO

" Ö 25 50 75 100 125 150

Fig. 5 The first vibration periods determined
for Lotru and Bolboci dams comparatively with
those measured for several Japanese rockfill

dams (after Okamoto).

According to the above presented results as well as to other
similar analyses it is evident that the use of the static moduli,
zoned or not, the dynamic analysis leads both to erroneous evaluation

of the response and to a wrong choice of the type of earthquake

(slower or faster) acting upon the rockfill dams which are
to be studied.
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2. THE EFFECT OF THE NONSYNCHRONOUS CHARACTER OF EXCITATION

Aa it has been shown in the case of nonsynchronous exitation the
(excitation accelerations in the dam body are different from one
ipoint to onather according to the seismic accelerations of the dai
jbase. By neglecting the dam-foundation interraction the seiende
accelerations along the dam' base are dependent on the position
,of the seismic wave. The motion equations have, then, the formula

[8] :
:

+ [cm + - - [M] [R] {B} (1)
i

iin which [M] [Cl and [K] are the mass, damping and stiffneaa
matrices, {&} (S} and } are the displaoement velocity and
acceleration vectors along the dynamic degrees of freedom, and:

[R] is e matrix of the influenoe coefficients;
M - the vector of the seismic accelerations in the dam

base.
»

The term R^j of the matrix [R] stands for the displaoement of the
1) - degree of freedom, when a unitary displaoement of the (j^-foun-
datianpoint takes place.The matrix [R] is a rectangular one with thi
number of rows equal to the dynamic degrees of freedom and the
number of columns equal to the number of the foundation dagreen
of freedom.

The solution of the equations of motion,Bqs (1), can be obtained
I by direct integration. She Integration is carried out -by the step
jby step prooedure, modifying the {u} vector at eaoh time step ao>

ieording to the position and the magnitude of the seismic wave*

The influence of the nonsynchronous character of the excitation
on the earthquake response of the Lotru dam, previously presented,
may be followed in figure 6. The same El Centro.and Yranoea earth"'
quakes scaled up to a maximum acceleration of 0«lg have been eon-

•sidered; their accelerograms are figured in Fig.6 as acceleration i

of the point E of the foundation. The damping was this time
considered to be 2056. The deformation moduli are the dynamic ones an|i
the seismic wave velocity in the foundation ground is of 1200 n/ef
The induced accelerations into the dam body eure represented as
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accelerograms over a period of 4.5s,herein considered to be

characteristic. The full line marks the accelerations obtained in
the synchronous excitation hypothesis and the dotted line marks
the accelerations obtained in the nonsynchronous excitation
hypothesis.

EL CENTRO, MAY J940
0 1.5 3.0 4.5 s

VRANCEA, MARCH 1977
0 1-5 30 45s
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Pig. 6 The influence of the nonsynchronous character of the
excitation on the earthquake response of Lotru dam.
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Mention should be made of the much lower values of the accéléra-
tions obtained in the nonsynchronoua excitation hypothesis and the
tendency to damp down the response within the reuige of high
frequencies. The distribution of the accelerations over the dam

height at its peak shows a fairly constant value in the case of I

nonsynchronous excitation and a quite important amplification
towards the crest in the case of synchronous excitation. There lej

no evidenoe of the increase of the response in the upper third of
the dam which is obvious in the measured earthquake responses for
some existing dams C6] • The discrepancy is due to the faot that j

aotually the behaviour of the embankment towards its crest is no

longer elastic.

cording to the results presented as well as to some ether similar

analyses it follows that in the case of embankment dams with
bread foundation surfaoes the effect of the nonsynchronous
character of the excitation is important, leading to a reduction of
the response and thus emphasizing the capacity of such dams to
withstand earthquakes.

3. TBS BEHAVIOUR OF THE LOTRU DAM DURING THE VRANCEA

EARTHQUAKE, MARCH, 1977.

Of the two dams under consideration, Lotru and Bolboci.it is only
the former to have faced the reoent earthquake in Romania the

latter being still at the design stage.

The magnitude of 7.2 places the Vrancea earthquake, Maroh 4-th
1977, among the strongest earthquakes to have oocured in Europe
£n the last few decades. The earthquake foous was located at about

100 km depth in Vrancea region, an area with a well known high
earthquake activity. From the point of view of the clam shaking itj
is interesting to point out that on March 4-th 1977 as well as iri
the previous earthquakes the maximum intensities were felt toward^
South-South Vest of the epicenter. In Fig.7 a sketch of the most

affected zone within the Romanian territory is presentedjit also
shows that Lotru dam, located at about 200 km away from the
epicenter, was outside the impaot zone (the earthquake intensity at
the site was estimated to be VI on the MM scale).
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BAU MARC

' a >OL"J

N TIMISOARA
o

ZONE OF EARTHQUAKES MAXIMUM IMPACT

Pig. 7 The Lotru dam location as to the maximum
impact zone of the Vrancea earthquake»March 1977.

Unfortunately this dam as well as other important dams in Romania

were provided with seismic recording equipment for induced earthquakes

only. During the earthquake the seismic devices ran out of
the previously set measuring range so that no recordings of the
precise data about the excitation and the dam response could be

obtained. A engineering team checked out the state of the dam after
the earthquake and established the dam behaved normally, that there
was no evidence of deformations, unreversible displacements,cracks
or increase of seepage.Besides this dam had been designed to
withstand an earthquake with a seismic acceleration of 0.05 g which
was not surpassed by the 4-thofMarch 1977 earthquake. The analyses
presented in the paper point out the fact that, by the effect of
the nonsyncronous character of the excitation the induced
accelerations are not higher than the base ones, and that the dam stabi-.
lity is not affected, even for earthquake accelerations up to 0,lg.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

• The above-mentoned analysis of the rockfill dam earthquake
response,refers to the effect of the deformation moduli and the
excitation mechanism upon the induced accelerations.

• The evaluation of the response in the hypothesis of the elastic
behaviour of the rock-fill body can lead to results similar to
those recorded in the field if the deformation dynamic moduli are
considered.Systematically,the induced accelerations are fairly con-
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stant along the two thirds of the dam height and amplified on the
upper third.

• The analyses carried out for two earthquakes with different
characteristics show an important influence of the site spectrum
characteristics upon the dam earthquake response.

• The introduction of the non-synchronous character of the
excitation leads to a lowering of the induced accelerations, thus
pointing out the strength resources of the embankment dams subject
to earthquakes.

• The rock-fill dam mathematical models of the dynamic analysis
lead to correct evaluations of the earthquake response inasmuch as
laboratory and field tests can provide the dynamic characteristics
of the foundation ground behaviour as well as of the rock-fill
body.
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SURFACE EFFECTS ON SEISMIC WAVES AT MOUNTAIN SITES

Castellani A. - Polytechnic of Milan (Italy)

Riccioni R. Robutti G. - ISMES, Bergamo (Italy)

Summary

An impulse motion, propagating orthogonally towards a free surface, with
in a continuum homogeneous material, doubles its amplitude in the proximity
of the surface. An earthquake excitation propagating upwards, vertically, in
the same continuum, is affected by an amplification near the surface up to
the same order, if the surface is horizontal.

In presence of valleys or mountains, a variety of reflections and refractions
occurs, and in general the intensity of the shaking at the surface is further
more amplified.

To evidence such geometric effects from those due to material discon
tinuities, an investigation is carried out on two sites of Friuli - Northern
Italy earthquake of '76'. Comparison with the vertical profile of maximum ac
celeration in monodimensional propagation put in evidence the amplification
likely to be ascribed to the geometric effect.

The relevancy of a deep embedment as a measure to reduce the seismic shak
ing is suggested.

Résumé

Une impulsion qui se propage orthogonalement vers une superficie libre, à
1' intérieur d1 un continu homogène, redouble son amplitude dans les envir
ons de la superficie.

Un tremblement de terre qui se propage verticalement en haut, dans le mê
me continu, ressent une amplification du meme ordre dans le environs de la
superficie si celle-ci est horizontale.

En présence de vallées ou montagnes, l1 intensité de la secouse à la super
ficie est ultérieurement amplifiée parce qu' il y a un certain nombre de réflex
ions et de réfractions des ondes incidentes sur la superficie.

Pour mettre en évidence ces effets géométriques entre ceux dûs à la discon
tinuité du Friuli, la région la plus frappée par le tremblement de terre du
Nord - Italie du 1976.

Des comparaisons avec le profil des accélérations maximales pour le cas
monodimensional mettant en évidence 1' amplification due aux effets géometri
ques.

—

En outre, on suggère 1' importance de profondes fondations comme mesure
pour réduire les effets du sisme.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In wave propagation theory a surface effect exists, according to which,
in the general case an impulse motion, propagating orthogonally towards
afree surface, doubles itsamplitudeinthe proximity of the surface itself.
Here, in fact a complete reflection occurs, and the impinging and the reflect
ed waves sum up. Such "surface effect" can be felt up to some depth,
near the surface, depending on the shape and the duration of the impulse.

As to a seismic harmonic wave vertically propagating in a horizontally
stratified soil, the amplification may be greater than two, and develops in
the upper L /4 stratum, where L is the wavelength of the wave type under
examination. For instance, in a sand with a void index 0. 8 a confining
pressure of 0. 5 Kg/cm^, and under a shear wave motion of predominant fre
quency 2 cps, this amplification applies in the last 20 m. In a homogeneous
rock with shear wave velocity 2000 m/sec,witha predominant frequency 5cps,
this applies in the upper 100 m.

Effects of this nature are further complicated, and even hidden by the
soil' s peculiar stratigraphy and by the presence of inclined surfaces, hills
-or valleys.[8,10,15,191 In the latter case, assuming again vertically propagating
seismic waves, reflection and refraction occur alongthe sides of the surface
discontinuity, and the resulting combination gives rise in general, to an
amplification relative to the bedrock motion and even to the free field motion
at the nearby flat country. This was in theory observed for valleys by [3,16,22].
But as to authors' knowledge, no precise experimental evidence has beencol
lected and analysed so far, in particular for hilly sites, where the am
plification is likely to be greater than for valleys.

During the northern Italy earthquake of '76', a mountain region -Friuli-
was affected, and the damage distribution could confirm the above rule. See

for instance the large damage concentration at Buia and Gemona, two hilly
sites, relative to the less intense shaking in the nearby plane. But this could
also be dscribed to the different soil characteristics under the two sites and
the plane. £4 2l]

The same problem of filtering the material effects from the geometric ef
fects arose for a proper understanding of the earthquake records, after that a
network of strong motion recorders was installed in the region.
In this research, by applying a suitable input motion at the base of the hill
through a numerical model - see fig. 1 - the authors tried to derive a map
of amplification factors for all the surface points of the hill - see figs. 2,3,4
The vertical profile of acceleration at a single point, compared with the profile
obtained for horizontally layered soils of the same vertical stratigraphy -
i.e. obtained in a monodimensional propagation problem - has allowed for
separating geometric from material effects.

The main conclusions so far collected are as follows :

1. Along the hill surface the maximum ground acceleration may be consider
ably greater than ground acceleration in a monodimensional propagation
problem. It is, besides, always greater than the acceleration at the
surface of the nearby plane.

2. The acceleration map seems subject to great dispersion, while the velocity
map may be more appropriate for zoning purposes.
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3. As to the input motion for construction design purposes, the need of a

proper choice of foundation level is exasperated in regard to flat surface
constructions. For instance, if L is the wavelength of top soildeposit,
an embedment of L/10 may reduce in several cases the earthquake ef
fects by a factor of two.

2. REVIEW OF THE NUMERICAL MODELS FOR SOIL AMPLIFICATION
ANALYSIS IN BI - TRI DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS

2. 1 Numerical Models

A complete analysis of a soil deposit subjected to earthquake effects
should take into account ground motions which vary from point to point and
propagate in any direction in the soil deposit, [l 2] In the great majority of cases
the information about the excitation is provided in the form of accelerograms
recorded at one or several locations and this is not sufficient to define com
pletely the characteristics of the incoming seismic waves. For instance
it is not possible to determine the propagation direction of the waves.In prac
tice, analytical techniques are confined to the hypothesis of vertical pro
pagation of shear waves from a given horizontal layer at some depth in the
soil deposit.

The past years have seen a considerable development of finite element
techniques to solve dynamic problems both for soil deposit and for soil-struc
ture interaction analysis, taking advantage of the flexibility and ease with
which the finite element method can be adapted to different geometries, which
are usually met in soil mechanic problems [l 3], But,the use of finite elements
to simulate an infinite space calls for suitable boundary conditions to avoid
spurious reflections from the model contour [7 ] Three techniques of
increasing sophistication, have been proposed up to now - see Fig. 5

Models shown in figure 5a and 5b have both rigid base and respectively
rigid or free lateral boundaries. With these models the motion is applied
simultaneously on the entire rigid boundary but the absorption of the waves
impinging on the boundary is not allowed. To have satisfactory results
avoiding spurious reflections, it is necessary to resort to very large meshes
that often reach the limits of computer storage availability and execution time.
It is possible to overcome in part this drawback with models as in figure 5c

having lateral transmitting boundaries and rigid bedrock C^4]
Some standard tests have been developed by the writers, considering a

horizontally stratified soils, i. e. a rigorously monodimensional wave propa
gation problem. The theoretical solution of the problem was also available
[20] Figure 6 shows the comparison between the latter solution and
that of a model as in figure 5 c

The agreement can be considered satisfactory; in fact even the laterala£
celeration profiles are in good agreement with the theoretical solution con
firming the correct absorption of energy due to the transmitting boundaries
Little differences are visible close to the ground surface where the propaga
tion mechanism is of the Rayleigh type and relevant lateral absorption is not
properly simulated by the model.

The limit of assuming a horizontal rigid bedrock, inherent in this tech
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nique, implies the assumption that the seismic excitation at some depth con
sists of vertically propagating shear waves.

A more sophisticated model, which avoids this assumption, has been
presented by Ayala et al. CO - see figure 5 d

In this model "active" boundaries allow free transmission of waves -
both for outgoing and incoming waves - as would occur if the discrete do
main were continuous, thus providing a consistent representation of an infi
nite space. Besides, an earthquake source simulation has been included,
to generate the seismic waves at the boundary of the mesh.

A few results up to now confirm the relevance of such "active" bound
aries in the absolute motion of a surface point. Limited influence, on the
other hand, is shown as to the amplification between the motions of two dif
ferent layers.

The drawback of this model for soil amplification analysis is that
it is too advanced; as a matter of fact the input data, in general, are not
available on an experimental basis.

2. 2 Checks of numerical models

In recent times checks of these analyses were possible when records
have been collected simultaneously in nearby sites where layering and ma
terial properties of the entire zone were known. Checks of this kind have
been presented since 1971, [11] based on San Fernando earthquake
records. Two indipendent methods were presented as giving self-consistent
spectral estimates at three sites in agreement with records.

As proof of this agreement a figure was exhibited where the results
were reported in a logarithmic scale. It is interesting to note now that the
same comparison, reported in a linear scale - see figure 7 - instead of
a logarithmic one, should be ascribed as unsatisfactory, on the base of a
qualitative judgement.

Only recently, using Shake [20] or Flush [l4] techniques ,i. e.,
models of the kind of fig.5c more satisfactory results have been presented [l7]
[23]

3. THE SURFACE EFFECT

The propagation of elastic disturbances in layered media is considered,
each layer being continuous, isotropic, homogeneous and linear-elastic.
In a single layer, the equilibrium for small strain is expressed by the clas
sical Navier equations :

2

p (X+p)-i5_ + pA2ui+PFi i 1,2,3 (1)

where :

U1 u2 u3 are ll16 displacements in a space-fixed rectangular coordi
nate system x1,x2,x3,

t is time
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9 dlv u st-j+Ej+Eß cubical dilatation;
Ft Fj F3. are the unit volume forces in the directions of the

coordinates, which will be considered zero in our
problems ;

X and p are the Lamé constants ;

p is density.

In the numerical models considered in the present research, the effect of
internal friction is introduced into the equations of motion by replacing an
elastic constant, such as p by p+p'-gy- in the same equations.This is equiv
aient to stating that stress is a linear function of both the strain and the time
rate of change of strain. For simple harmonic motion such effect leads to
replacing p by the complex rigidity pe2'^ where ß is the so called
fraction of the critical damping for the element.

Notice that this representation of internal friction is not backed by adequa
te experiences, in particular in the range of high frequencies where the dissi
pation is greater. In fact, if a modal analysis is applied to the entire sys
tem, the normal modes of vibration result are damped by a damping fa£
tor proportional to the frequency of the mode, precisely;

ß
Vj

where Vj is the damping relative to the critical one for the ith mode of
vibration and cjj is the ith frequency. So the high frequency content of
the response might beunderestimated in such a model.

In the same subject notice that if the Poisson ratio is a real number, the
above assumption implies that the P and S waves have the same attenu
ation factor.

Under these limits the picture of the maximum acceleration during one
Friuli ground shaking, at two different sites have been derived numerically.
The input motion was applied at the base of the hill, i.e. at the free sur
face of the flat country. It was based on two records respectively collect
ed in the neighbourhood.

The computer code applies this motion simultaneously to all points at
free surface which are far enough from the hill to be undisturbed by the
hill' s presence, Thereforemonodimensionalpropagation of seismic
waves is assumed for such points.

In order to understand the "surface effect" in the shown analyses letus
first consider a homogeneous non dissipative, elastic soil. The following
simple theorem will be proved in the Appendix.

"if the amplitude of a harmonic displacement component, at some
depth is A, then the amplitude of the same component at the surface is

2 COS <p

1 + COS IV A where
V is the wave velocity for the wave type under examination;
A is an arbitrary fixed amplitude ;

co is the harmonic motion frequency
H is the depth

<p - H ^
V
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The above results apply both to compressional and to shear waves.
Figure 8 shows the amplitude transfer function under examination. As

evident, this is always greater than one, being one in practice only for ;

H co _ tt If — — or H -V 20 20
where J_ is the wavelength for the wave under examination. Therefore, the
presence of the surface effect is not a mere question of rigidity of the upper
layer, but mainly a matter of the ratio between the depth of the soil deposit
and the wavelength.

The above-mentioned result can be worked out further on in terms of earth
quake intensity

Let S0 («*>) be the power spectral density for acceleration at the depth
and SH (u) be the analogous quantity at free surface.

Let moreover the earthquake intensity be evaluated as

*0 ~\fo S0 (w) d oo] 2

and analogously at the free surface.
To derive the ratio between I0 and IH a hypothesis need beassum

ed as to the frequency distribution of the energy of the earthquake, i. e. on
the function S0 (w) If for instance, as in figure 9, S0 is of a para
bolic type then :

*H ~ 2 Io

The importance of this solution is related to the experiences so far collect
ed on the simultaneous registration of the earthquake motion at surface and
underground, see for instance C2] _ in particular in the paper £6^
where all the available experiences have been reviewed, no singular case is
reported at variance with the above rules. On the average, the above-mention
ed ratio appears to be two.

As it was previously mentioned such effect can be further on amplified
by the presence of non horizontal deposit : see figure 10, which confirms the
observations already presented in Fig. 2, for the Buia hill.

Aknowledgment. Research developed under the financial support of ENEL
and CNR GEODINAMICA.
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APPENDIX

Vertical propagation of harmonic shear waves through th system shown
'n fig. U will cause only horizontal displacements

u u(x.t) m-*which must satisfy the wave equation £5 9 J

F ig. 11

• u(o.t) « A-eJU>t

32 u _
a2 u

•2 ax2a t<= (i)

Let assume an harmonic motion at the layer x=o, u (o. t A«eJwt
General solution of Eq. 1 is :

B, e
w(t + —)

(2)

The coefficients B^ and B2 can be related by imposing the boundary con
dition for x H :

—

Y - 0 (3) wiiere Y 1S shear strain

Defining f —where V is the wave velocity it is immediate to

obtain as a consequence of equation (3) :

B2 B, e~21 *

At x 0 the displacement function u Co.t) is according to Eq. 2

u (o.t) CB1 + Bg) eJwt

and, by the definition :

A B, + B2 B, 1 + e~2' **)

Relating the coefficient B^ with A the transfer frequency function
takes tne expression :

u (H,t) 2 e _u(o.t) t + e"2j^

and finally with algebrical operations results :

u (H.t) 2 COS <fi

winch represents the frequency transfer function versus <p in the case of
homogeneous non dissipative linear elastic half space.
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FIG. 1 - Buia hill. Geometry and finite element mesh
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Fig. 2 - Buia hill. Comparison of accelerations obtained with monodimensional
and bidimensional analysis
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Fig. 3 - Buia hill. Comparison of shear strains obtained with monodimensional
and bidlmensional analysis
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Fig. 4 - Buia hill. Slope effect on horizontal and vertical

maximum accelerations
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QUANTITATIVE APPRAISAL OF DESTRUCTIVE EARTHQUAKES

by Dimitri Papastamatiou - Senior Engineer

Dames & Moore, 123 Mortlake High Street, London SW14 8SN, England.

SUMMARY

Strong motion instruments have not captured so far variations of strong ground
motion in the epicentral region of destructive earthquakes. Patterns of this
variation may be recognised on field measurements of permanent sets.

Localised deformation is responsible to a great extent for the damage in the
epicentral region. This mode of failure correlates well with a sliding block
type of field measurements.
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INTRODUCTION

There are few records of ground motion in the epicentral areas of destructive
earthquakes. In the few cases where the epicentral area was equipped with
strong motion instruments, the obtained records were too few to pick up the
variation of ground motion. On the other hand, the strong motion in the
epicentral region produces permanent sets of deformation; this deformation leads
to geometric instabilities along collapse mechanisms or produces a vector field
of permanent displacements. Both types of deformation may be quantified on
simple structures. Bearing this use in mind the simple structures may be
termed field indicators.

Each of the field measurements is associated with large uncertainty and is not
amenable, on its own, to detailed analysis. A set, however, of identical field
indicators scattered in a large area will show distinct patterns. The measurements

may be correlated with ground motion characteristics and then with damage
or directly with damage inflicted on more complicated structures.

This presentation is concerned with direct correlations of the field measurements

with damage on engineering structures. The first part is a discussion
of the set of simple structures that have the characteristics of field indicators.

In the second part correlations are indicated between the field
measurements and the inflicted damage. All the illustrations were obtained in
the epicentral region of the May 6, 1976 Friuli earthquake.

FIELD INDICATORS

Among the instruments designed to record ground motion, the seismoscope may be
classified as a field indicator. In general, a seismoscope is looked upon as
a simple structure of a single natural period. To£..75 sec. and structural
damping Ji 10%; the response of the structure to the ground motion is
recorded in two dimensions and the maximum response gives a point on the elastic
response spectrum. Many simple structures of essentially one degree of freedom
may be found in the field. Their behaviour is usually considered in terms of
a linear pendulum (in either shear or rocking mode) but their response to ground
motion is measured from their permanent deformation. Therefore, field measurements

on this type of indicators give lower bounds of ground motion. There
are other structures however which can absorb large deformation without getting
unstable. These structures respond, beyond a stress threshold, to different
levels of strong ground motion. Their mechanical analogue is a sliding block
with some interface strength characteristics. The strength characteristic
imposes a triggering threshold much higher than the one used by strong motion
instruments (.Olg) and limits their use as field indicators to the epicentral
region only. Their measured response is not affected by built-in elastic
constants and therefore they offer a measure of damage associated with concentrated

excessive dislocations.

In the epicentral region of the May 6, 1976 Fruili earthquake an extensive
network of field indicators was identified with the small distribution
transformers of the electricity supply network. These transformers possess
instrument characteristics: they are of uniform size, sitting on concrete pads
inside uniform cabins (Fig. 1, 2, 3). A log is kept for each cabin at the
regional ENEL centre in Udine. The log registers the exact dimensions of the
transformers and the exact location of the cabins (an accurate location map is
also available.) During the earthquake the transformers moved and left clear
traces on the concrete platforms. The distribution network does not necessarily
follow the population density, since transformers were allocated to isolated
consumers i.e. farms. It is thought that a uniform density network of field
indicators could have been selected from the network of distribution trans-
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Fig 3. The transformer inside the cabin has
moved during the earthquake; one of the
back wheels fell into the oil drainage
well.

formers im the earthquake area. A systematic recording of the slip vectors of
the transformers im the network would have accounted for the scatter of the
parameters for each individual station and would have revealed patterns with
respect to the variation of geology and topography.

Field measurements in the epicentral area of the May 6, 1976 earthquake were
restricted in a zone running NIK—SE The slip vectors of the transformers that
were studied in this zone are shown on Fig. 4. The transformers at the NW end
of the zone surround the nearest strong motion instrument that recorded the main
shock at EÜga de 1' Amfoiesta. The measurements have been described elsewhere
ßl,2|. The transformers, in general, moved in a N-S direction. Exceptions
were found on recent alluvium where motion was in both directions- Displacements

were also larger on recent alluvium.
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Fig 6. Failure of masonry retain¬
ing wall at Gemona.

CORRELATION WITH DAMAGE

By and large, damage in the epicentral area
may be attributed to excessive dislocations.
The dislocation, necessary to produce
collapse varies from structure to structure.
This type of damage may be correlated to
the slip vectors of sliding blocks in the
area. The illustrations below are taken
from the epicentral region of the May 6,
1976 Friuli earthquake and parallels are
drawn to the few field measurements obtained
from the distribution transformers in the
same area.

Natural slopes were unstable enough to be
triggered by relatively small horizontal
dislocations. Of special interest were
small landslides, like the one by the road
at Cornino (Figure 5);similar landslides
might have been responsible for foundation
failures in the badly hit villages on
alluvial slopes.

The transformers slip varied on alluvial
slopes (e.g. Gemona) but was not as

Fig 5. Small landslide by the
road at Cornino.
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large as in the valley. The slip vectors, however, were large enough to
cause the failure of retaining walls. Figure 6 was taken from Gemona. The

low strength masonry wall could not resist the slip vector as did the concrete
wall sitting next to it.
Figure 7 shows the failure of the retaining wall at Duomo, Gemona. Was this
failure responsible for the collapse of the southern wall of the Duomo?

Figure 8 freezes an early stage of collapse of a masonry building at Gemona.

This mode of failure looks similar to the failure of the mass behind a retaining
wall and indicates that failure was initiated by the large rotations of the
window-frame. The same mode of failure could be interepreted as the result of
large vertical component of motion. This component of motion, although sensed

by the transformers, could not be decoupled from the rocking mode.

An unfinished brick building in Gemona moved on its concrete foundation like the
transformers in the region (Fig. 9).

Fig. 8 Collapse mechanism of Fig. 9 Gemona; the building moved

masonry wall at Gemona. back and forth on the con¬
crete base.

Figure lO shows the mode of collapse of an industrial hangar. In this case the
relatively small slip vector measured on the ground was amplified by the elastic
deformation of the column.

Dislocations along joints in prefabricated buildings may be critical in their
earthquake performance as shown on Figure 11. The building is in Majano across
the road from another building that collapsed. A variation of the joint
strength in one direction could have set up the collapse mechanism.
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Fig. 10 (above) Industrial hangar at Magnano;
collapse mechanism.

Fig. 11 (right) Slip at the joint of a prefab¬
ricated building at Majano.

On the recent alluvium the transformers showed large displacements. The same
large dislocations could be seen along the supports of the prestressed bridge
across the Tagliamento River (Figure 12).

Fig. 12 Prestressed bridge over
the Tagliamento River;
slip of the supports.
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THE MODELLING OF SPECIAL WATER FILLED

STRUCTURES UNDER SEISMIC LOADS

by Ulrich W. Stüssi, Dr.sc.techn.
BASLER & HOFMANN

Consulting Engineers and Planners
CH - 8029 Zurich, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

Special water filled structures (water-towers) need special rules for the design
against earthquakes. The effects of water, the plastification of the structure
and the soil-structure-interaction have to be taken into account. The corresponding

design rules are discussed considering a watertower, destroyed during the
Friuli earthquake of May 6, 1976.

ABSTRAIT

Les réservoirs d'eau sur hautes piles exigent des méthodes de calculation
spéciaux pour le design seismic. Les effects de l'eau, la plastification de la
structure et l'interaction du sol avec la structure doivent être considérés. Les
règles coriespondentes pour le design seismic sont traitées à l'exemple d'un
réservoir d'eau qui a été détruit pendant le tremblement de terre en Friuli du 6 mai
1976.

AUSZUG

Wasserbehälter auf hohen Sockeln (Wassertürme) verlangen nach besonderen Berech-
uungsmethoden für die seismische Auslegung. Insbesondere sind die Wassereffekte,
das Plastifinieren der Struktur sowie die Bodenflexibilität in Erwägung zu ziehen
Am Beispiel eines während des Friauler Erdbebens vom 6. Mai 1S76 zerstörten
Wasserturmes werden die wichtigsten Bemessungsregeln beleuchtet.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Among the buildings destroyed during the Friuli Earthquake of May 6, 1976 was a
watertower at the Gemona railway station, which apparently had not been suffi-
cently designed against earthquake forces (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Destroyed watertower at Gemona railway station

Buildings of this type are of special interest because they cannot be designed
by normal rules of a building code. Moreover, they belong to lifelines which
demand special design considerations.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss very simple rules for modelling and
designing such watcrtowers from .a practical point of view, and besides give an
answer to why the watertower at Gemona railway station failed.

Taking the hydrodynamic effects into account, Housners method [1] is expanded to
conical and composite containers. Structural nonlinearities as plastic flow and
P-A-effect are considered too.

2. DESIGN PROBLEMS

Some of the most important questions a designer of a watertower has to answer are
the following:

a) How is the water pressure on the container wall to be calculated? Has the wa¬
ter-structure-interaction to be taken into consideration?

b) Which is the effect of the water on the frequencies of the whole structure and
on the bending moment at the base of the tower?

c) How has plasticity to be taken into account; which model would be appropriate?
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d) How would the vertical force (weight of water and container) influence the
response and the failure?

e) Does the nonsyimnetric opening (door) at the base of the tower produce torsion,
resulting in stiffness-degrao_ng or the column?

f) Which is the influence of the foundation flexibility on the response?
g) Which form of seismic input would be appropriate to this type of problem?

3. BASIC CONCEPT FOR DESIGN

The watertower has to be designed in such a manner that it will withstand the
specified earthquake without being fully destroyed but it may be severely damaged.

In other words the behaviour of the structure during the specified earthquake

may go into the plastic range, however the structure's ultimate resistance
should not be exceeded.

For ease of handling the design by the Structural Engineer it should be tried to
decouple the water-structure-interaction problem and to solve the hydrodynamic
problem by a simple method.

4. HYDRODYNAMIC FORCE

As mentioned before it will be tried to decouple the hydrodynamic problem from
the determination of the overall structural response. This can be accomplished
if
- the container walls are assumed to be rigid.

+

A

Hi hj

h - 0.74 m

h; -- 2.54 m

h~ 2.89 m

R 1.30 m

R 4.55 m

tgY - 0.558

Figure 2: Geometry of the container of the
considered watertower (Gemona rail
way station)
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- the wate: is considered to be incompressible,
- Housner's concept [l] of added masses and springs for modelling the water is

employed

It may be shown that in the present case the first two assumptions lead to
reasonable results. It is recommended to use the added masses concept since until
now there exists no exact direct solution of the hydrodynamic problem in contai'
ners of the given shape (Figure 2)

In the following, the methods to determine these added masses and springs are
discussed. Housner [l] destinguished the pressures on the container wall in
respect to impulsive and convective pressures. In the present case, where part of
the container is of conical shape (Figure 2), the convective pressures are of
special importance.

4.1. Convective pressures

When the walls of the fluid container are subjected to horizontal accelerations,
the fluid itself is excited into oscillations and this motion excerts pressures

on the walls of the container. To examine the first mode of vibration of
the fluid, constraints to be provided by horizontal, rigid membranes, free to
rotate are considered as in [l] and as shown in Figure 2 (the rigid membranes
are inclined by the angle Following the same procedure as in [l], a velocity
field which satisfies the boundary conditions at the rigid wall is assumed which
means that the water particles move parallel to the wall. Such a velocity field
is found in the conical part of the cylinder to be of the form

a - j blQ,z * ^rè
v - ± xy è,z

w x è

and in the cylindrical part (from [1])

" ib20JZ

V ~ J xy 0,z (I)

W - X 0

-where r, b, x, y, and 0 are defined in figures 2 and 3, <3 tgV, a dot means
differentiation with respect to time and ,z • u' v• w arG components

of the velocity v_. The equations (1) differ from the equations (2) only
in trie component u, where in (1) the second summand is duo to the conical shape
of the container.
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Figure 3: Plan view of the container (z const.)

Assuming the distinct solutions 0t and in the conical part and the cylindrical
part of the container respectively, and by applying Hamilton's Principle

,u
S J (T-V) dt o
V

T : kinetic energy of the fluid(
V : potential energy of the fluid,

the following set of differential equations and boundary conditions for the
unknown 0, and 9Z are derived:

(Z«-/3u)é, - 2(fréi/Z)J7 o h, é z i h2

è 02 - X 02nl - O M H h3

01

ê(

finite or

O

Z

Z

h, o

> o (3)

where

e, - dt

ßdt * (èiiZ - èl/Z - o

ÎT 02 + $ Z 02 - o

g : gravity acceleration

« • (W')Tr4

z

z h.

z - h,
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a
" 5

P r1 la

X
2T t— r
27

c " 4
£ T r

Solving for 8| and 8Z :

B< - (oaM + û22Aî) Csinut

0Z (cotiyxz + 03sinhyuz) Csinut.

These equations are quite general and may be taken to solve similar problems
for containers with different shape.

With the dimensions of Figure 2,

Lo - 3.22 sec"1

Oi (.233 û3 - 0.6438

az « " 0.3320 /t 0.4038

The pressure p in the fluid is given by

- PVqroa p - f
which leads to the horizontal force P on the wall. P is calculated in the con-

X Xsidered example as

Px - - 09.66 ç
IT CO C Cos Cot

The moment M exerted on the wall turns out to be

M - 733.2 {IT u C Cos cot}

so that the elevation of the applied force P^ is given by

Z 8.18 m

This is an important result because it shows that containers of conical shape
lead to much higher moments than comparable cylindrically shaped containers.
Consequently, in the case of conical and combined containers as in the considered

example, application of Housner's added masses for cylinders would lead to
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unsatisfactory results. For this example, the added mass and spring may easily
be calculated. By comparing the exerted force on the wall and the kinetic energy
of the added mass with the respective amounts of the fluid, the added mass m1

and the spring k are given by

m 0.602 Bq m0: mass of water
k 4.78 • 105 kg/sec2.

The respective figures for a cylindrical container of equal volume and radius as
for the considered combined container are

m. 0.545 xDq

k 7.33 • 104 kg/sec2
w =1.33 sec--'-.

As mentioned, the combined container leads to a significantly higher frequency
for the first mode of the fluid than for a comparable cylindrical container.

Since an exact solution of the hydrodynamic problem in the case of the considered
combined container is not available as of today, a direct check of accuracy is
not possible. However, a comparison of the frequency of a rectangular conical
container with the exact solution given by Troesch [2] shows that the velocity
field (1) leads in this case to the exact frequency.

4.2. Impulsive Pressures

No model exists in the sense of Housner's concept [l] which allows to calculate
the impulsive pressures for combined containers. Therefore it is suggested to
choose an added mass, rigidly fixed to the container, calculated for a comparable
cylindrical container following Housner's formulas. Since the added mass will be
slightly overestimated by this procedure, the design proves to be conservative.

5. STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

5.1. Force-Deflection-Relationship

Considering now as an example the watertower at Gemona station (Figure 4), the
structural response taking into account nonlinear effects and soil flexibility
is discussed.
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First,the momentum-curvature-relationship of the reinforced concrete column is
evaluated. As may be seen (Figure 5), the existing normal force increases the
ultimate moment at ductile failure considerably.

Figure 5: Momentum-curvature-relationship for the reinforced concrete column.
The normal force N 1.97 -106 N is the result of water and structure
weight.
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To get the deflection d of the column due to the horizontal force F (Figure 6),
the curves of Figure 5

JI—f F

Figure 6: Structural model to calculate the force-deflection-relationship

have to be integrated over the length of the column for different forces F.
JPhis leads to the nonlinear force-deflection-relationship indicated in Figure 7.

FIN]

Figure 7: Force-deflection-relationship for the structural system of Gemona

watertower

While the P- A -effect, which reduces the ultimate force F by approximately 10%,
cannot be neglected, the decrease of stiffness due to the shear force may be
disregarded.

Consequently, the vertical force influences the ultimate bearing capacity of the
structure considerably. On the other hand, stiffness degrading which app ;ars
under high cyclic loading above failure deformation, has not to be taken into
account here because the response above this limit is not considered.

For a simplified elastic analysis, an appropriate linear stiffness of the column
may be chosen as indicated in Figure 7.

572. Elastic Analysis

An elastic analysis of the water-structure-system can be performed to study the
coupling mechanisms of water and structure. For the purpose of determining and
discussing the response of Gemona watertower a two-degree-of-freedom-system
(Figure 8) is chosen.
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Figure 8: Structural system of Gemona watertower for elastic response analysis;
is the sum of the weight of the structure and Housner's added mass

for impulsive pressure; m2 and k2 account for the added mass-spring-
system resulting from the convective pressure in the composite combiner.

For a cylindrical container with flat bottom, h would be near zero, while in the
present case h is not negligible and influences the response considerably. The
input parameters for an elastic analysis are (see Figure 8):

kx 1.56 109 kg/sec2 CL 26 %

k2 9.52 1C>9 kg/m2/sec2 C2 7 %

k3 4.10 10^ kg/sec2 C3 7

k4 4.78 10^ kg/sec2
%

1 13.9 m 1.32 105 kg
h 5.84 m m2 4.61 104 kg.

The soil stiffness and damping parameters were derived from usual elastic half-
spare theory, and the column stiffness k3 was reduced by considering the fact,
that the centre of gravity of mass. mj_ lies above the upper end of the column.

A response spectrum analysis was performed, using a provisional response spectrum
of ENEL, recorded at Tolmezzo (Italy) during the Friuli earthquake of May 6, 1976.
Local soil conditions at Gemona were considered by introducing an increasing factor

of 1.4, which leads to a maximum free field acceleration cIq 0.43 g.

The eigenfrequencies of the system were found to be

fx 0.425 Hz

f2 1.02 Hz

wnile
P*max 7.8 104 N

Umax 4.1 10^ Nm

^max — 0.072 m.
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Two important conclusions may be drawn from these results and the respective
toode shapes: A strong coupling between the water and the structure mode is
noticed. Thus, the water influences the response of the whole system considerably.
This fact is in direct connection with the parameter h. If h vanishes as e.g.
for cylindrically shaped containers, this coupling effect becomes insignificant.

Secondly it is shown that the Gemona watertower had to fail because the calculated

maximum moment at the base exceeds the ultimate moment by about 20 %.

In this example the rocking spring contributes to the response of the whole
system by the amount of 10 % and therefore may not be neglected, while the
horizontal spring turns out to be of little influence.

5.3. Torsion

A nonsymmetrical opening (door, 2.0 x 0.6 m) at the base of the wate, tower
gives rise to the question if torsion may impair the bearing capacity of the
Structure. Considering a twisting moment which results from the maximum
horizontal force exerted on the structure, it can be shown, that the ultimate bending
moment (Figure 5) is reduced by about 3 % and the overall stiffness of the column
(Figure 7) by 6%. Furthermore, a comparative elastic response spectrum analysis
Shows that the deflections due to twisting of the lowest part of the column is of
no significance. Therefore it is concluded that torsional effects usually can be

Ignored.

5.4. Nonlinear response

In paragraph 5.2. a strong mode coupling was found. This mode coupling leads to
both moment and horizontal force loading at the top of the column. If the moment

vas absent as e.g. for cylindrical containers, one might use the simplified bilinear
force-deflection-relationship of Figure 7 directly and integrate step by step
over time by applying e.g. the linear acceleration method. This method is easy
to apply and gives reasonable results. However, to get the nonlinear response
of watertowers with conical containers, this method is not acceptable. In this
case, where the moment at the top of the column is not absent, at every time
step the moment-curvature-relationship of Figure 5 has to be integrated over the
length of the column to give its deflection for a given pair of M and F at every
time step. Alternatively a nonlinear finite element procedure may be chosen.

Figure 9: Simplified bilinear hysteretic behaviour of the Gemona watertower
column.
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6. CONCLUSION

an evaluating the response of watertowers it is possible to decouple the hydro-
Idynamic problem from the determination of structural response by using the added
.mass concept. Fluid oscillations produce much higher moments in conical containers
than in cylindrically shaped conbiners with flat bottom. Therefore it is

recommended to construct only watertowers with vertical walls and flat bottom in
seismic active zones.

In evaluating the seismic structural response, the weight of the water-structure-
system and the rocking mode are to be considered while the twisting moment due
to small nonsymmetries, and the shear force may usually be neglected. An elastic
response spectrum analysis may be performed to evaluated the coupling behaviour
of the modes. However, this method is not recommended for design purposes. Since
the ultimate strength of the column is equal to the bearing capacity of the whole
system and the design shall be such that the ultimate resistance is reached, a
nonlinear analysis is required. This nonlinear analysis can be performed easily
by small computer routines in case of a cylindrical containment with flat bottom;
in case of a conically shaped containment a nonlinear finite element analysis
would be appropriate.

Up to date, usual building code recommendations cannot be taken as design basis.
Therefore, it is recommended to incorporate in the codes rules for the design of
watertowers as developped in this paper.
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BEHAVIOUR OF AN ASEISMIC STRUCTURE
DURING CAUCETE EARTHQUAKE

OF NOVEMBER 23, 1977

SILVESTRO BRUSCHI

TECHINT Engineering Company

Buenos Aires, Argentina

SUMMARY

After the Cauoete earthquake, of intensity 9, on the modified Mercalli scale, on
ly minor damage is seen in Cristo Rey Church's reinforced concrete structure. Dy
namic modal analysis using recorded spectrum gives a ductility ratio of 2.6,
while structural features allow a much larger ductility.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The district of Caucete, Province of San Juan, Argentina, was affected on
November 23, 1977, by an earthquake of intensity 9, on the modified Mercalli scale.

Information about this earthquake, including description of damages and
records, is available from Reference (1). Spectrum calculated by IDIA (Instituto
de Investigaciones Antisismicas "Ing. Aldo Bruschi" of the Universidad Nacional
de San Juan) since their accelerograph record is given in said Reference.

Behaviour of the Cristo Rey Church's reinforced concrete structure is repor
ted through this communication. This church is one of the Caucete buildings
which withstood that earthquake with only minor damage

Fig. 2 - Central Nave

Fig. 1 - Front of the Church
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To investigate this behaviour we used the spectrum shown on fig. 3, which
was obtained from the spectrum calculated by IDIA, by multiplying its ordinates
by the ratio between the records of two seismoscopes, one located in Caucete town,
about 200 m distant from the structure, and the other beside the IDIA accelero-
graph in the city of San Juan,

seism. Caucete 0.52 „
R " 0.26seism. San Juan

These spectra are calculated for a damping ratio of 5% of critical damping.
This figure is assumed to occur in reinforced concrete structures reaching yield,
according to records from San Fernando earthquake of 1971.

Fig. 3 - Pseudo-accelerations spectrum of Caucete 23.11.77 earthquake

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING

The parish church of Cristo Rey has a rectangular plan of approximately 20 m

by 35 m, with a nave of 10,30 span and approx. 10 m height, covered by a concave
traction shell, while each aisle is covered by a cilindrical, flattened vault.

In the original design, the nave roof was a shell of a different convex sha_

pe. Structural design was performed by the writer in 1958. Later, for aesthe-
tical reasons, the roof design was modified, without changing the other structur
al features. Church was built in 1965.

The main structure is formed by four transverse and four longitudinal
frames. Perimetral frames are stiffened by brick masonry walls, while the inner
ones are free of elements which could affect their structural behaviour.

Building examination after the earthquake reveals no damage in the reinforced
concrete elements. The front brick walls show limited cracks, while there

are no apparent cracks in lateral walls, but inner plaster spalled in wide areas.
Some glass breakage in windows occurred (approx. 10 %), and light damages in
masonry can be seen at both sides of apse, where roof shell touches the wall.

In the original conception of the structure, earthquake-resistant elements
in the transverse direction were formed by two simple frames in each line, joined

together only by the roof whose stiffness in the plane of frames was negligible.
These frames were designed in accordance with the Seismic Regulations in

force as of 1958, using a seismic coefficient of 0.15; and an increase of 33 %

for allowable stresses. Main columns, 50 cm by 80 cm in cross section, were
reinforced with a total area of steel of 1.2 % of concrete area; shear reinforcing
in provided by stirrups and bent bars in both directions.

Yield stress of steel is 2200 kg/cm2; concrete has a characteristic ultimate
stress of 222 kg/cm2, deduced from sclerometer measurements after the earthquake.
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The two columns of each frame have a common footing, designed for a maximum

pressure on soil of 1.1 kg/cm2. The large stiffness of this foundation ensures
a practically perfect fixed end for both columns. Due to the change of roof
design these frames were joined by an element of certain stiffness, formed by the
shell plus the top compression beams.
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Fig. 5 - Reinforcing of transverse frame

Fig. 4 - Plan and elevation
of the building

3. ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOUR

Analyzing the structure as built, the following is observed:

a. Under horizontal static loads the complete frame behaviour, due to sleri
derness of top beams, is almost the same as originally foreseen. Highest stresses

appear at the foot of the inner columns. In this section reinforcing yield
would be reached under horizontal loads which corresponds to a seismic coefficient
of 0.33. The structure horizontal displacement, under these horizontal loads,
would be 1.5 cm.

b. Natural period of structure first mode is 0.43 sec.

c. Dynamic analysis of the structure, assumed fully elastic and subject to
spectrum of pseudoaccelerations of fig. 4, gives the following results:

- Maximum displacement of highest points is 3.9 cm.
- Maximum horizontal acceleration of the same point is 0.89 g.
- Bending moments at joints, of columns and beams, are much larger than

ultimate moments of that sections.
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d. Results of dynamic analysis for elastic structure, inconsistent with its
strength and with absence of damages, obviously show that actual behaviour of
structure during the earthquake exceeded the elactic range. Assuming that, never
theless, the actual displacement reached a maximum value very near to the one gi^
ven by the elastic dynamic analysis, it is possible to deduce that structure has
developed a ductility whose value is the ratio between this displacement and the
displacement corresponding to the beginning of yield in the most stressed section
of the structure:

3.9 cm 2_6
I 1.5 cm

4. CONCLUSIONS

This analysis, even being very simplified, allows the following conclusions:
1) Ductility developed by the structure during this earthquake, not very

high, means that the structure remained still far from its ultimate resistant c<a

pability.
2) A more detailed analysis, taking into account masonry walls as earthquake

resistant elements, would give an even smaller value of ductility ratio.
3) Quantities and disposition of steel reinforcing, specially of those for

shear, indicate that structure should develop a ductility considerable larger
than the value obtained in this study.

4) Previous considerations justify in a satisfactory way the absence of da_

mages in the structure and limited damages observed in masonry walls.
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DAMAGE TO BRIDGES DURING THE NORTH CAUCASUS EARTHQUAKES

by G. S. Shestoperov

TsNIIS, Ministry for Transport Construction, USSR

In the USSR damages of bridges were observed during the earthquakes of
1970 and 1975 in the North Caucasus region (Daghestan).

The earthquake of 1970 with magnitudo M 6. 6 and focal depth H 13 Km
spreaded over an area of about 600 Km^ with intensity 8 (MSK scale). It
was accompanied by rockfalls and landslides along river banks and steep
mountain slopes. The volume of landslides in some places exceeded
1 million m^, the extent of the breaches reached several hundred meters
[l, 2] Some of the stone buildings in the settlements, located on the
epicentral area, were collapsed (fig. 1). The quake of 1975 had intensity 7.
It caused heavy damages to rubble buildings (fig. 2).

In 1970 most of girder and arch railway bridges, constructed in 1914 (fig. 3),
suffered moderate damages such as deep cracks in wing walls of abutments
(fig. 4), ice-breakers (fig. 5), bridge seats and concrete arches. Among
massive structures the least damages were received by simple-span bridges
with reinforced concrete slab superstructures, anchored in the abutment
masonry.

As a rule the damages of stone and concrete bridges in 1970 didn't create
dangerous conditions for service of the structures. The quake of 1975 caused
the development of the initial cracks and considerable decrease of the bearing
capacity of these structures. In some cases stone and concrete bridges needed
reinforcing.

In 1975 reinforced concrete frame highway overcrossings were subjected to
ground shaking with intensity 7 and received unimportant cracks in the joints
and end columns. These damages didn't effect the bearing capacity of the
frame bridges.

The analysis of the seismic and soil conditions as well as bridge structures
and their damages during the quakes of 1970 and 1975 confirms the provision
of the USSR design specifications [3], that requires the girder bridge piers
and the arch bridges should be prevalently designed of reinforced concrete and
their foundations, as a rule, should be based on the hard ground.
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A FIRST GEOTBCHNICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE RECENT PATTI EARTHQUAKE

(SICILY)
UNE PREMIERE EVALUATION GEOTECHNIQUE DU RECENT TREMBLEMENT DE

TERRE A PATTI (SICILE)

EINE GEOTEKNISCHE SCHÄTZUNG VON DEN UNLANGSTLICHEN ERDBEBENS BEI
PATTI (SIZILIEN)

Michele Maugeri, Professor of Soil Mechanics Faculty of Engineering,

University of Catania.

Abstract
On Saturday 15th April 1978, at about half an hour after midnight,
a 5.4 magnitude earthquake occurred near Patti, making 312 houses
uninhabitable and 712 people homeless.
On the basis of instrumental data the maximum ground acceleration
at Patti was 0.14g, according to the attenuation law for Eastern
Sicily established by Costa and Maugeri.
Old masonry houses collapsed and small landslides, induced by the
earthquake, were noted. The new concrete building built on fissured

clay were apparently damaged on the buffer walls only.

Resume

samedi, le 15 avril, envers minuit et demi, un tremblement de terre,
de la magnitude de 5.4, s'est produit près de Patti, avec lerésultat que 312 maisons étaient rendues inhabitables et 712 per —

sonnes n'avaient plus une maison à eux.
Sur la base des informations instrumentelles, la plus grande
accélération de sol a patti a été 0.14g, selon la loi d'atténuation
pour la Sicile orientale établie par Costa e Maugeri.
Les vieilles maisons en pierre se sont écroulées et de petits ébou
lements, produits par le tremblement de terre, ont étés remarquésT
Il parait que les nouveaux bâtiments en beton, construits sur l'argille fissurée, ont reçu des dégâts seulement sur les murs de résT
stance. —

Zusammenfassung

Am Samstag, 15 April ungefähr eine halbe Stunde nach Mittenachts, istein Erdbeben, von der Magnitude 5.4, in dar Nahe von Patti geschiehen
dass 312 HaUser unbewohnbar und 712 leute heimatlos gemacht hat.
Auf der Basis des instrumentalisches Angaben, die höchste Bodenbeschleu
nigung war 0.14g, der Verdünnungs Regel für Ost Sizilien, von Costa und
Maugeri fortgesetzt, gemäss.

Alte Steinhäuser sind zusammengefallen, und kleine Erdrutsche, von Erd —

bebens verangelassen, waren bemerkt. Die Gebaüdeschäden den neuen Beton
gebaüden, auf gespalteten Ton gebaut, waren anscheiend nur an den Stos-
smauern.
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I. DESCRIPTION OF THE EARTHQUAKE

On Saturday 15th April 1978, at about half past midnight (local
time), a 5.5 magnitude earthquake occurred in the .'Aeolian Islands
between Lipari and Vulcano, opposite Marina di Patti, a small coastal

township in the Commune of Patti (fig. 1).
The main shock was followed by a series of shocks; the largest,
having a magnitude between 4.0 and 4.2, occurred on 16th (3 shocks)
and 24th April (istituto di Geofisica dell'Université di Messina
1978). All the epicentres were located in the sea opposite Patti at
a depth ranging between 15 km and 18 km.

Six people were indirectly killed by the earthquake: five of them
in the cities of Messina, Palermo, Patti, Gioiosa Marea and Sant'An
gelo di Brolo, dièdref heart failure, while the sixth was killed in
Palermo by a car as he fled from his home.

The worst damaged city was Patti, with 312 houses rendered uninhabi^
table and 712 people made homeless. Next came Castroreale and the
Aeolian Islands where the church with its bell tower suffered severe

damage. Also on Lipari 200 people were made homeless.

Landslides, induced by the earthquake, occurred at Capo Calavà and
the February 78 landslide at Naso moved again during the earthquake.
The instrumental data now available consists of seismographs recorded

at the University of Catania and a seismoscope amplitude recorded

at the "Osservâtorio" of the Collegio Pennisi at Acireale. The

strong motion instruments at the University of Messina did not
record any signals because they were not sufficiently sensitive.

2. ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

The earthquakes appeared to be of tectonic origin and several faults
are present in the region, as sketched schematically in fig. 2. It
is interesting to note the presence of a fault passing by Mt Etna
through Patti till it reaches the Island of Vulcano, which probably was active
during the earthquake.

Recently this kind of fault evidence was confirmed and studied again
by means of satellite observation. This tectonic instability could
be related to the rock formations which give off carbon dioxide
fumes as noted in the recent work on the building of tunnels for the
Messina-Palermo autostrada, not far from Patti.
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The main shock was preceded by a small shock a few minutes before.
I£s record is incomplete because the seismograph at Catania University

went off the scale (fig. 3) as did the one at Messina Univer -
sity.
As appears clear from fig. 3 the main shock was very quickly followed

by an induced sussultory earthquake.
Even the seismoscope record at the Collegio Pennisi is incomplete b£
cause the pen went off the scale.
By way of comparison, the record with the same historical seismosco
pe (called Vicentini) of a 4.3 magnitude earthquake which occurred
on 28th March 1962 at 3km from the Acireale station (Costa, 1977)
is represented in fig. 5.

This station also recorded two other significant earthquakes before
15th April 1978. The first on 2 3rd February was of the 5th degree
on the M.M. scale and the second, on 11th March 1978, was of the 3d

degree of intensity on the M.M. scale. 7

Owing to the present lack of ENEL strong motion records at Patti
the following formulae were applied to the evaluation of the earth
quake enginnering characteristics: acceleration, velocity and di -
splacement:

V1

5000 e°"8M (R + 25)~2

15 eM (R+ 0.17 e°'59M) " 1,7 Valid if R > 20 Km

V 15 eM (R + 0.17 e°*59M) - 2 Vâlid if R < 20 Km
11

2
1 \ vd (1 + -V
R2 "

These formulae, derived from Esteva (1969), with the same exponential
structure of the attenuation law proposed by Merz and Cornell

(1973) j were established by Costa and Maugeri (-1978) for Eastern
Sicily "and are valid for M ^6.
The calculation leads to the following results:

a max 0.14g v max 9.88cm/sec d max 0.71 cm

The value quoted for the displacement at Acireale was 0.08 cm
which was favourable when compared to the approximately 0.30 noted
by the seismic station. One can expect a better correspondence bet-
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ween the calculating acceleration and the one measured at Patti by
the ENEL instruments. This recorded value is still a metter of cal^
culation by ENEL; from a first assessment it ranges around 0.16g
(Capozza, 1978).

3. GEOTECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The worst damaged houses in Patti were those founded on sandstone,
built of masonry and rarely cemented, in the old centre of the
town.
On that site the sandstone formation assumes a hill configuration,
which could produce an amplification on maximum ground accéléra -
tion (Maugeri, 1976), which can explain, together with the poor
construction quality, the severe destruction of some houses.

In fig. 6 the damage suffered by one wing of Patti Cathedral is
visible and in fig. 7, the damage at the corner of the main nave
is evident.
The new concrete buildings in Patti, shown in fig. 8, are built
on fissured clay and were apparently damaged on the buffer walls
only, mainly at the lower levels.
Liquefaction phenomena noted in the marshy area to the left of foe
town in the gulf of Olivieri could not be confirmed because their
traces were quickly cancelled by human activity (fig.9). In any
case limited liquefaction would be favoured by a water level near
to the surface and by the regular and constant grain size of the
sand of the site, and this phenomena cannot be generalised to the.
alluvium site.
A landslide, consisting in a rock mass failure, was observed at
Capo Calavà, whose location is on the left of the Patti gulf. The

slope was high and formed of very jointed and altered rock, which
has been consolidated in the past by spritz beton and anchorages.

Because of the earthquakes the rock failure was accelerated and a
series of blocks, from 10 to 60 cm in diameter fell down into the
road. As is clear from fig. 10 the entire cliff iè at present in
a dangerous limit equilibrium.
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Fig. 1 : Patti Earthquake, April 15,1978.
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ig. 2 : Sketch of fault probabily related
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Pig. 4: Seismoscope record at Collegia
Pennisi of Patti earthquake.



Fig. 3: The Patti earthquake recorded at the University of Catania.

Fig. 5: Seismoscope record of a 4. 3

magnitude earthquake.

Fig. 7: Patti Cathedral: the corner of Fig. 8: Concrete buildings at Patti
the main nave. virtuolly undamaged.

Fig. 9: Dubious traces of
liquefaction.

Fig. 6: Patti Cathedral: the left wing.
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3rd Session: EFFECTS OF THE RECENT EARTHQUAKES IN ITALY AND
OTHER COUNTRIES

DISCUSSION

Paper 3/1 V. MIHAILOV - YUGOSLAVIA

"Friuli Earthquake 1976. Strong Motion Accelerograph Records"

CLOUGH

I just wanted to ask you if the distance magnitude intensity relationship
which have been found in California differed considerably from the kind of in
formation that you got from your seismograph stations in Yugoslavia.

MIHAILOV

Yes, we tried to find some correlation between these acceleration curves
and the results in Yugoslavia during the earthquake. But we can't find any cor
relation because this 52% of g acceleration is extremely high.

PETROVSKI

Once more I would like to point out that the strong motion records are
primarily important for earthquake engineering development. It seems from
the records of the Friuli earthquake that it had significant differences for the
same source mechanics; probably, the influence of topography and local soil
conditions is significant and of predominant character. We need to make
additional studies of local conditions, and to have correlation of all the parame
ters involved.

Paper 3/2 E. HEIMGARTNER - SWITZERLAND

"StructuralBehaviour of the Damaged Buildings during the Friuli
Earthquake Between May 6 and September 15, 1976"

FLESCH

Have you also done investigations on the seismic behaviour of steel
structures?
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HEIMGARTNER

Yes, we have done some investigations on steel constructions, but there
are very few such constructions in the Friuli region. I remember one factory
which has been under construction at that time, and there was no damage at
all.

GRANDORI

I would add a few comments about the work which is now being carried
out by the Ministry of Public Works and by the regional government in order
to improve the civil code. In that zone the code which was in force before the
last earthquake was certainly not adequate for the seismicity of the zone. But
we had no elements, just after the earthquake, for an accurate distribution of
seismic arrangements in the zone. So the Ministry decided to adopt a
preliminary seismic code for the urgent works of starting reconstruction and to

carry out in parallel a deep study on the subject. Within one or two months a

new, detailed seismic map of the area will be used to have satisfactory seismic
protection, taking into account the seismicity of the variuos zones. This new
seismic map will be the basis of massive reconstruction.

BR USCHI

I wish to point out that the two curves shown in fig. 21 are not really
comparable, because if we perform a dynamic analysis with a ground
acceleration spectrum like the one indicated in that figure, we should also take
into account the ductility of structure, which reduces considerably the forces
and stresses in the structure. For instance, the new Project of Argentine
Earthquake Regulations, prepared by IDIA, states a formula for acceleration
spectrum which leads to a curve similar to that indicated in fig. 21, but also
states that forces obtained by the dynamic analysis shall be divided by the
ductility factor, which may be as high as 6 or 7.

On the other hand, static analysis using a seismic coefficient C 7 or
10 or 15 per cent should also lead to an adequate design, as I indicated in the
short communication on Caucete Church.

HEIMGARTNER

Experience shows, that damages or even collapse may occur on buildings

which were designed according to normal building code requirements
(e. g. with 2 to 5% horizontal forces). On the other hand, if an engineer has
to assure that a building remains functionable after an earthquake (e. g. ho£
pitals, nuclear power plants), he can't take into account too high ductility and
he should design the structure according to the real earthquake forces. The
upper curve shown in fig. 21 doesn't consider any ductility of the structure,
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while the lower curve shows the response of a structure with a very high
ductility (and therefore at least moderate damages).

Paper 3/3 M. VELKOV - YUGOSLAVIA

"Behaviour of Large Panel Building during the Romanian Earthquake

of March 4, 1977"

LANE

Prof. Ambraseys has said in one of its papers that the predominant
periods of the Rumanian earthquake were very much higher than usual, and
he commented that those buildings with corresponding natural frequencies
were the ones badly damaged. Is that correct?

VELKOV

Yes, you are right. During my talk I explained that the predominant
period in Bucharest was 1,4 - 1,5 sec. However, it was obvious from the
Ploesti slides that rigid structure suffered also heavy damage which could
be explained by different soil conditions. Therefore, the frequency content
of the seismic effect is certainly different from the one which is shown on
the Bucharest record. Thus, in Ploesti, structures constructed of precast
elements having the same dynamic characteristics exhibited excellent behav
iour while masonry structures on the same location suffered severe damage.

CANSADO CARVALHO

I visited Romania about a year ago, and I would like to give my impre£
sions. The behaviour of panel buildings in Bucharest was very good but the
predominant long period of the earthquake must not be forgotten. I visited
also Iasi, which is approximately at the same distance from the epicenter but
in the other direction, in northern Romania. I think that there the long period
effects were not present. Actually although having not been obtained any acce
lerogram in that zone, the pattern of damage was completely diffèrent from
Bucharest. The one and two storey masonry buildings were damaged and
some panel buildings in that city clearly showed cracks in horizontal and ver
tical joints. So the point that I would like to emphasize is that the good behav
iour of panel buildings in Bucharest during the past year earthquake should be

carefully analysed considering the possibility of the occurrence of different
frequency content earthquakes.
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Paper 3/7 R. PRISCU, D. STEMATIU, L. ILIE - ROMANIA

"Considerations Concerning Earthquake Response Analysis of
Rockfill Dams"

CLOUGH

The paper describes reduction of seismic response in large dams due
to "non-synchronous" input. However, an addictional effect of such input is
not considered: that is the direct straining of the dam due to differential
movements of the foundation layer.. Our studies, reported at 4th W. C.E. E.
in Chile, show that these direct strains can lead to a total increase of
response due to non-synchronous input. Please comment on this aspect of the
total response analysis.

PRISCU

Referring to professor Clough's intervention a mention should be made
that all the comments on the response decrease are concerning the accéléra
tions only, which are to be used for the pseudostatic stability analysis. How
ever, the additional effect due to the direct straining of the dam caused by
the differential movement of the foundation layer leads to a quite significant
increase of the total response, as far as displacements and stresses are con
cerned. The authors did not make an analysis of the displacement and stress
effect of the non-synchronous character of the earthquake input mechanism.
If the dam stability analysis is to be made based upon the effective stresses
induced by the earthquake, the second above mentioned effect has to be
included.

M

Paper 3/10 U. W. STUSSI - SWITZERLAND

"The Modelling of Special Water Pilled Structures under Seismic

Loads"

CLOUGH

I have two questions. Is there a roof on this tank; and do you know how
full the tank was?

STUSSI

The roof was on the top, and the gap between water and roof was about
35 cm. The height of water surface in the cylindrical part of the container
was about 45 cm.
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CLOUGH

Do you believe there was impact of the liquid on the roof?

It
STUSSI

No, I don't beiieve that. The roof was destroyed in falling first on an
adjacent building and then on ground.

BRUSCHI

In the beginning you mentioned an opening in the shaft. How did you
take this into account?

It

STUSSI

We made a case study and took it into account by caiculating the lateral
force deflection curve, and you can see that the lateral force will be reduced
only by 5%.

PINFOLD

In this type of structure, where the natural frequency of the water can
be anywhere near that of the structure as a whole or the exciting earthquake,
it would be wise to insert walls to compartmentalize the tank, so that as a
whole it does not move around the entire area.

II
STUSSI

One can show tnat sloshing in this type of container does affect the whole
structure response very much. So it may be wise to insert separating walls.

PINFOLD

It will depend on the proportions I think every case may he different.
Secondly, from the photograph it looks to me that the failure could be possibly
by shear failure and not a bending failure.

STUSSI

It was perhaps a bending failure because the shear force-is not very high.
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WILLYE

I would like to make a comment on observations of water tanks of this
nature. One of the more interesting observations I made of the Friuli earthquake
was of a steel water tank at the Sidero steel plant by Maiano. This was a much
larger tank, supported by a substantial big steel frame with a saddle supporting

the steel tank inside it. After the earthquake of May 6th, the tank had
rotated about 10° inside the saddle, apparently due to torsion of the water. When

you think about this, it is logical. If you take a glass of water, and if you move

it just in one direction, as we conventionally analyze structures or tanks,
the water will slosh just back and forth. But if you give the glass of water a

random three-dimensional motion, as the water will actually experience in
an earthquake, you will eventually get the water to swirl in the glass, just like
I believe the water will eventually in the tank. If the tank has stiffeners or
battens, this swirl of water will exert considerable torsion forces on the tank.
Friction will also create considerable torsional tendencies. This was very
interesting for this steel tank, and I know when I saw the concrete tank
discussed by Mr. Stüssi I wondered if perhaps there was a little torsion in that
tank too.

ÎI
STUSSI

And the structure was absolutely symmetric?

WYLLIE

Yes, the steel tank was absolutely symmetric.

STRATTA

Before we finish with the questions, I would like to summarize the
following, because it appears some confusion has arisen and we must remember
that:

1) Peak acceleration is not a function of magnitude.
2) Damage is not a fünction of peak.accelération.or magnitude.
3) Damage is not necessarily a function of distance from epicenter.
4) Static "force coefficients" for commercial and industrial structures need

not exceed at most 0. 15 g.
5) Peak acceleration should not be confused with "force coefficient".
6) Soil conditions and relationship to damage should be noted.

PETROVSKI

In general one would agree that peak acceleration is not controlling the
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entire response of the structural system. But it has important influence as
far as the magnitude peak acceleration relationship is concerned. We do not
know much about it, excepting California. We need more experimental
evidence.

STRATTA

No, I think you have got quite a bit of evidence in the earthquake of 1970
and 1974 in Peru. Both earthquakes had a similar magnitude, about 7. 6, were
similarly located off-shore, and yet one created an earthquake which killed
80, 000 people and the other one created an earthquake which killed 125. And
yet they were of similar magnitude, affecting similar types of structures, and
yet one was very destructive and the other was not; and going into the seismo-
grams we had quite a conversation with Dr. Bolt of the University of California.

He was able to show that peak accelerations are not a function of the
magnitu de.
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